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 ABSTRACT 
 
 
AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHER’S TALK AT THE TENTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF MALE AND FEMALE CLASSES IN THE SPEAKING 
CLASS AT MAM KLATEN IN ACADEMIC YEAR 2016/2017 
(A Script) 
 
 
 
Zulfiana Rahmawati Shalihah 
 
 
The objectives of this research were to find out the pattern of teacher talk 
and student talk in English classroom interaction of the tenth grade students of 
male and female classes in the speaking class at MAM Klaten  based on Flanders 
Interaction Categories and to find out the differences of teacher talk in these two 
classes related to the pattern occurred in these two classes and the factors that 
affectteacher talk and student talk. The sample of this research was the tenth grade 
students of female class and male class of MAM Klaten  in academic year 
2016/2017.  
This research was classroom interaction analysis. This research was done 
in two meetings for each class by using one lesson plan.The data were recorded, 
observed, transcribed, coded and analyzed by the researcher based on Flanders 
Interaction Analysis Categories.The result of the research showed that the pattern 
of teacher talk frequency in female classis lower than teacher talk inmale classand 
the pattern of student talk frequencyin female classis higher than student talk in 
male class. In addition, the difference of interaction in female class and male class 
was in the positive and negative reinforcement that were given by the teacher. The 
teacher in female used more positive reinforcement than negative 
reinforcement.Inother ways, the teacher in male class used more negative 
reinforcement than positive reinforcement. Thefrequency occurrence of student 
talk that dominated teacher talk frequency both in female class and male classcan 
facilitate the students’ participation in English classroom interaction in speaking 
skill for each class.  
 
The factors that affect the pattern male is male students having a lower 
ability level than female students andin L2 classrooms students have to master the 
target language and perform in that language at the same time 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
  
This chapter talks about background of the study, limitation of the problem, 
problem formulation, objectives of the study, and the benefits of the study. 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Teaching learning process happens when the teacher interacts with the 
students in the classroom. In daily classroom activities, the teacher always 
starts their teaching by greeting to the students. It is the first initiation that is 
made by the teacher in interacting to the students. Thus, interaction is very 
crucial in teaching learning process.  
Teaching English in Indonesia usually happens in English and bahasa 
Indonesia. Meanwhile, students’ ability in speaking English in the classroom 
usually still affects by their habit of using English in teaching learning 
process. When they are not accustomed to use English, they usually mix it 
with bahasa Indonesia. 
Moreover, teacher usually dominates in the learning process. A study held 
by Sister (2004:3) identified that most students have difficulty to communicate 
in the target language, English. The lack of English exposure in classroom 
interaction might have been one of the factors. In this case, language is best 
learned and taught through interaction (Pica, Kanagy, and Falodoun, 1993 in 
Yufrizal, 2008:74). According to the ideas, it is essential to make the target 
language, English, become the main language that mostly used in classroom 
interaction.  1 
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In English class, there are two patterns of interaction in teaching learning 
process namely, an interaction between teacher and student and an interaction 
among students. The interaction between teacher and student’s is called as 
teacher talk, while the interaction between student to teacher or among 
student’s called student’s talk. In fact, interaction that happens in the 
classroom is mostly dominated by teacher centered not student centered. 
Whereas, communicative language teaching encourages the teacher to create 
classroom interaction become student centered. 
MacHemer et al (2007: 9) and Boyer (1990) in Attard (2010: 6) state that 
student-centered learning is a method of learning or teaching that puts the 
learner at the centre. Additionally, Attardet. al. (2010: 9) say that student-
centered learning initially focused on changes to the pedagogical methods 
used and in making learning and educational processes more flexible, in order 
for students to participate as much as possible. Therefore, it is important to 
know pattern of interaction in the classroom. This study can be used by the 
teacher to create classroom interaction more facilitating student’s talk than 
teacher talk.  
However, Sunderland (2000:159) summarizes that i n the 1970 
sand 1980s, many studies of teacher talk inclassrooms –all sorts of 
classrooms –found that not only did the teacher talk more than the 
students,heorshe talked far more to the male than the female students. 
Merrettand Wheldall in Sunderland (2000: 160) found that secondary 
school boys r e c e i v e d  significantly more positive and negative teacher 
responses than did girls. In addition,Kelly in Sunderland (2000: 160) 
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notes that it is now beyond dispute that girls receive less of the teacher’s 
a t t en t ion  in class. It applies in all age groups, in several countries, in 
various socioeconomic groupings, across all subjects in the curriculum, and 
with both male and female teachers. From the finding above, gender also 
affects classroom interaction. Therefore, in this study the researcher wants to 
investigate teacher’s talk in different gender of deferent classes. 
Muhammadiyah Islamic Senior High School known as Madrasah 
AliyahMuhammadiyah (MAM) Klaten is one of boarding school that 
separates boys and girls students in different classes. In this boarding school, 
students use Arabic and English in the daily activity. Thus, the researcher 
investigated teacher’s talk and student’s talk in the tenht grade students of 
MAM Klaten with different gender of students.  
Based on pre observation with the teacher, the teacher said  that the 
student (male and female) were same in their interaction with the teacher. 
They were not too active, because they though that english lesson is difficult. 
Thust, they just listened to the teacher and they talked when the teacher asked 
them. But, when the teacher compared, the female students were more talk 
active than male students. 
Based on the quality of their talk, there were still many grammatical 
problem. They still had problem in tenses they used in talking. The main 
problem was they still confused to mactch subject verb agreement based on 
the tenses. Therefore, the classroom interaction is still teacher centered 
although the teacher always tries to give more space for students talk. 
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The separation of the students in this school may affect the different 
treatment of the teacher to male and female students. Thus, it is possible for 
the researcher to investigate the possible different pattern of teacher’s talk and 
students’ talk in these two different genders. The pattern of teacher’s talk and 
students’ talk was seen from the interaction between the teacher and the 
students in male and female classes. Malamah and Thomas in Mingzhi 
(2005:59) divide the patterns of teacher’s talk and students’ talk into seven 
categories. They are 1) teacher speaking to the whole class;2)teacher speaking 
to an individual student with the rest of the class as hearers; 3) teacher 
speaking to a group of students; 4) student speaking to teacher; 5) student 
speaking to student; 6) student sppeaking to group members; and 7) students 
speaking to the whole class. 
By observing the interaction, the researcher found the different pattern of 
teacher’s talk and students’ talk in different gender of the students. These 
different patterns may happen because there are also some differences 
between male and female students in classroom interaction. The differences 
may be affected by internal and external factor that come from students or 
teacher. Therefore, it is also important to know the factors that may affect the 
different pattern in male and female classes.  
The data that was gathered in this research is needed to be analyzed. It 
aims to make the result of the data can be understood. In order to analyze the 
data of the research, Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories was used to give 
a systematic analysis of teacher’s classroom interaction which may provide a 
reliable assessment of what goes in English classroom in teaching learning 
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activity. Flanders Interaction Analysis system emphasizes the teaching of the 
classroom teacher –student interaction, which uses a system, taking into 
account the direct and indirect teaching style behavior classification of the 
classroom teacher –student interaction behavior classification. Flanders 
Interaction Analysis system can make accurate inferences about the verbal 
communication and get a mental picture of the classroom interaction. It is a 
vital feedback to the teacher or teacher trainee about his intentions and actual 
behavior in the classroom.  
Therefore, in this research, the researcher was investigate the pattern of 
teacher’s talk and students’ talk at the tenht grade students of male and female 
classes in the speaking class at MAM Klaten in the academic year 2016/2017. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
This study conducted at the tenth grade of senior high school students in 
MAM Klaten.  The sample of the study is one class of female and one class of 
male students. Each class consists of 25 students that are taught by one 
English teacher. The focus of the study is to identify the patterns of teacher’s 
talk and student’s talk in English classroom interaction of the tenhtgrade 
students of female and male classes at MAM Klaten based on Flanders 
Interaction Analysis Categories and to identify the factors that affect teacher’s 
talk in these two classes related to the patterns occurs in these two classes. 
The classroom interactions wasrecorded, transcribed, coded and analyzed. 
The patterns of interaction being investigated are the verbal interaction of 
teacher’s talk in English subject. The interaction in the classroom will be 
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analyzed by using Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC). The 
researcher is a non –participant observer that observes the interaction based on 
Flanders interaction analysis while the English class happens.  
 
C. Problem Formulations 
Based on the background of the problem above, the problem 
formulations of this study are: 
1. What are the patterns of teacher’s talk in English classroom interaction of 
the tenth grade students in different gender at MAM Klaten based on 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories? 
2. What are the factors that affect teacher’s talk in male and female classes? 
 
D. The Objectives of the Study 
Based on the problem formulations, the objectives of the studyare 
formulated as follows: 
1. To identify patterns of teacher’s talk in English classroom interaction of 
the tenth grade studentsin different gender at MAM Klaten based on 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories. 
2. To identify the factor that affect teacher’s talk in male and female classes. 
 
E. The Benefits of the Study 
There are two benefits of the study, they are as follows: 
1. Theoretically, the result of this studywill give a contribution to the theory 
of language acquisition in Indonesian EFL context and English language 
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teaching for senior high school students in Indonesia in order to make 
English classroom interaction will more facilitate student’s talk than 
teacher’s talk in different class of different gender. 
2. Practically, this study can be used as a reference for English teacher at 
MAM Klaten in developing the communicative pattern of classroom 
interaction, curriculum developer, and textbook writers in developing the 
materials for teaching English and also a reference for other researcher who 
will conduct study in the same field. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE  
 
This chapter contains some crucial elements of classroom interaction related 
to the topic under discussion. In this part the researcher gives explanation of the 
variables used in this study.  
 
A. Theoretical Description  
1. Definition of Classroom Interaction 
Classroom interaction is very important for teacher and students in 
teaching learning process. By knowing classroom interaction, the teacher 
can make evaluation of her teaching. Moreover, teacher can vary their 
teaching and seek the most appropriate way to teach students. Classroom 
interaction can be used by the teacher in improving and building students’ 
skill. There are many definitions proposed by some experts about 
classroom interaction.  
According to Allwright and Ellis (in Ma Xiaou 2006), classroom 
teaching should be treated as interaction. Van Lier (1988: 77 –78) says that 
interaction is essential for language learning which occurs in and through 
participation in speech events that is, talking to others, or making 
conversation. Pica, Kanagy, and Falodoun (in Yufrizal 2008:74) claim that 
language is best learned and taught through interaction. In this view, 
interaction is used as the most important aspects that influence the failure 
or success of foreign language learning. 
8 
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Wagner (in Khadidja 2009: 9) defines interaction as reciprocal 
events that require at least two objects and two actions. Interaction occurs 
when these objects and events naturally influence one another.  It means 
that in classroom interaction, the teacher and students interact reciprocally. 
In addition, Allwright and Baily (in Khadidja 2009: 9-10) hold that 
interaction is something people can do together i.e. collectively. 
Obviously, in the classroom, it is considered as important for the teacher to 
manage who should talk, to whom, on what topic, in what language and 
soon. It shows that in English classroom interaction who should talk is 
teacher and students, on what topic deals with the material that is learnt, 
and in what language is English.  
Moreover, Brown in Dagarin (2004: 128) says that interaction is, in 
fact, the heart of communication: it is what communication is all about. 
Dagarin(2004: 128) also comments that classroom interaction is two way 
process between the participants in the learning process. The teacher 
influences the learners and vice versa. 
                                     Teacher                       Students 
 
     
Brown (2001:165) proposes that interaction is the collaborative 
exchange of thoughts, feelings, or ideas between two or more people, 
resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other. Interaction in English class 
involves not only expression of one’s own ideas but also comprehension. 
In sum, classroom interaction is two way process between the 
participants that considers who should talk, to whom, on what topic, and in 
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what language resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other and involving 
not only expression of one’s own ideas but also comprehension. 
Thus, English that is learnt by Indonesian people as foreign 
language is best learnt and taught through interaction. Classroom 
interaction in English subject is the important part that should be known 
through the interaction between the teacher –students and among students 
to see whether it facilitates the language learning or not. Cook (2000: 129) 
states that teachers should focus on the quality of their talk and find 
appropriate forms of teacher talk to make their talk more effective, 
stimulating, and interesting. 
2. Definition of Speaking 
In English language teaching, speaking is a part of productive skills 
which includes ability to construct meaning in order to get an 
understanding from the listeners. It is in line with Nunan (2003: 48) that 
speaking is a productive aural/oral skill and it consists of producing 
systematic verbal utterances to convey meaning. Additionally, Chastain 
(1998: 330-358) states that speaking is a productive skill and it involves 
many components which is more than making the right sounds, choosing 
the right words or getting the constructions. Jones (1989: 86) says that 
speaking is a form of communication, so it is important that what you say 
conveyed in the most effective way. 
Furthermore, Burns and Joyce (1997) add that speaking is an 
interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing, 
receiving and processing information. Donough and Shaw (1993) mention 
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that speaking is the way to express ideas and opinion, expressing and 
desire to do something, negotiating or solving a particular problem, and 
maintaining social relationship and friendship.  
In summary, speaking is interactive process of expressing idea or 
meaning orally that is formed by making the right sounds, choosing the 
right words or getting the constructions. In order to make the speaking 
understandable, the teacher and student should communicate actively by 
using verbal or non-verbal communication to convey meaning. It is related 
to Brown (1994) that speaking is a skill in producing oral language. It is 
not only utterance but also a means of communication. It occurs when two 
or more people interact to each other, which aims at maintaining social 
relationship between them. 
Therefore, teacher needs to build good social relationship to 
students in order to make the classroom atmosphere becomes interactive 
through interaction. Thus, it can be said that speaking is two way process 
between speaker and listener. This is a productive skill in which the 
speaker produces and uses the language by expressing the ideas and at the 
same time she tries to get the message in the ideas.  
3. Definition of Teacher Talk and Student Talk  
In classroom interaction, there are talks made by teacher and by 
students. Thus, there are teacher’s talk and students’ talk. Many definitions 
of teacher talk have been given from different perspectives. 
Yanfen&Yuqin  (2010: 76) define teacher talk is an indispensable part of 
foreign language teaching in organizing activities, and the way teachers 
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talk not only determines how well they make their lectures, but also 
guarantees how well students will learn. Furthermore, Sinclair & Brazil in 
Yanfen&Yuqin (2010: 77) propose that teacher talk is the language in the 
classroom that takes up a major portion of class time employed to give 
directions, explain activities and check students’ understanding.   
Ur in Liu and Zhu (2012: 117) states that teacher talk refers to the 
language used by the teacher when addressing L2 learners in classroom 
interaction. Yufrizal (2008: 35) comments that teacher talk is another 
variation of foreigner talk in educational setting. Xiaou (2006: 5) reveals 
that teacher talk is kind of language used by the teacher for instruction in 
the classroom. Teacher talks are the manner in which they interact with the 
students.  
Rod Ellis in Xiaou (2006: 5) has formulated his own view about 
teacher talk as the special language that teachers use when addressing L2 
learners in the classroom. There is systematic simplification of the formal 
properties of the teacher’s language. FengQican in Xiaou (2006: 6) also 
says that teacher talk is used in class when teachers are conducting 
instructions, cultivating their intellectual ability and managing classroom 
activities. 
From some definitions above, it can be summarized that teacher 
talk is language used by teachers in the classroom in which they interact 
with the students in giving directions, explaining activities and checking 
students’ understanding. 
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According to Flanders (1970), teacher talk is divided into indirect 
and direct influence. Indirect influence involves the following categories. 
a. Accepts feeling: Accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feeling tone of 
a student in a non –threatening manner. Feeling may be positive or 
negative. Predicting and recalling feelings are included. 
b. Praises or encourages: Praises or encourages student action or 
behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense of another 
individual; nodding head, or saying “Um hm?” or “go on” and 
included. 
c. Accepts or uses ideas of students: Clarifying or building or developing 
ideas suggested by a student. Teacher extensions of student ideas are 
included but as the teacher brings more of his own ideas into play, shift 
to category five. 
d. Asks questions: Asking question about content to procedure, based on 
teacher ideas, with the intent that a student will answer. 
 
 
Meanwhile direct influence involves the following categories. 
1) Lecturing: Giving facts or opinions about content or procedures; 
expressing his own ideas, giving his own explanation, or citing an 
authority other than a student. 
2) Giving directions: Directions, commands or orders to which a student 
is expected to comply. 
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3) Criticizing or justifying authority: Statements intended to change 
student behavior from non –acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 
someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is during; 
extreme self –reliance. 
In this research, teacher talk in English subject that will be 
investigated is based on the seven categories that are proposed by 
Flanders. Based on teacher talk that is categorized based on those seven 
categories, the patterns of teacher talk will be seen, e.g. asking question –
students’ response. 
Besides teacher talk, English classroom interaction also involves 
student talk. Student talk is the language produced by student in the 
classroom interaction. Delia Astuti (2011: 19) comments that student talk 
is students’ speech when they imitates their teacher‘s examples, express 
idea, or give comments and criticism in the classroom.  
Students are the people who need the practice, in other words 
teacher should maximizes student talk time and minimizes teacher talk 
time (Harmer, 2003: 4). The best lesson is one where student talk time is 
maximized, but where at appropriate moments during the lesson, the 
teacher is not afraid to summarize what is happening, tell a story, enter 
into discussion etc. According to Flanders (1970), Student talk involves 
the following categories. 
a. Student –talk response: Talk by students in response to teacher. 
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement or structures 
the situation. Freedom to express own ideas is limited. 
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b. Student –talk initiation: Talk by students, which they initiate. 
Expressing own ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to develop 
opinions and a line of thought, like asking thoughtful questions; going 
beyond the existing structure. 
4. Difference  of Male and Female Students in Speaking Class 
In the classroom, the students consist of male and female students. 
The different gender usually affects different treatment of teacher in 
teaching learning process. Sunderland (2000:159) summarizes 
that in the 1970s and 1980s, many studies of teacher talk in classrooms 
–all sorts of classrooms – found that not only did the teacher talk more 
than the students, he ors he talked far more to the male than the female 
students. Furthermore, Merrettand Wheldall in Sunderland (2000: 160) 
found that secondary schoolboys r e c e i v e d  significantly more 
positive and negative teacher responses than did girls. In addition, 
Kelly in Sunderland (2000: 160) notes that it is now beyond dispute 
that girls receive less of the teacher’s a t t en t ion  in class. It applies in 
all age groups, in several countries, in various socioeconomic 
groupings, across all subjects in the curriculum, and with both male and 
female teachers. 
From the results of previous researches, they show that gender of 
students affects teaching learning process in speaking class. Many 
researches show that male students talk more active than female students. 
Sadker and Sadker in Sunderland ( 2000: 163) assert that studies of the 
gendered nature of student talk to the teacher have mostly found that male 
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students tend to talk more to the teacher than do female students. 
Additionally, Batters in Sunderland (2000: 163), who found that male 
students studying a range of modern foreign languages were dominant in 
‘oral and participatory activities’ – including speaking to the teacher in the 
target language. 
Sunderland (2000: 163-164) summarizes some of the different 
(quantitative and qualitative) ways in which the boys and girls spoke to the 
teacher. Though again similarity was more evident than difference, in two 
cases the differences were statistically significant:(a) the ‘average girl’ 
produced shorter solicits than the ‘average boy’ and (b) when the teacher 
asked a question without naming a student to answer it, the ‘average girl’ 
volunteered significantly more answers in German than did the ‘average 
boy’. Again, in terms of this second measure of interaction, the girls in this 
foreign language classroom look like the more academic students. The 
boys did not seem to get most of what seemed to be the really useful 
academic teacher attention, and though the boys may have talked more on 
some measures, they also talked less than the girls when it came to 
volunteering answers in German. 
Rashidi and Naderi (2012:31) said that most of the studies, whether 
they have been made in the far past such as Meece (1987) or done more 
recently like Francis (2004) have indicated that boys contribute more to 
classroom interaction than girls. Meece, in Rashidi and Naderi (2012:31) 
argues that teachers may interact more with male students because male 
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students respond to and initiate conversation with their teacher more than 
female students. 
Duffy, et.al Rashidi and Naderi (2012:31) stated that in another 
way, since male students interact more in the classroom, teachers are 
caused to make interaction more with male students rather than female 
students. It is supported by the study of Rashidi and Rafiee Rad in Rashidi 
and Naderi (2012:31). They observe in Iranian context. They find that 
boys are more likely to interact with their teachers. Male students, 
however, tend to be volunteer to answer the questions, even if they do not 
know the right answer. Similarly, they report being more likely to take 
longer turns. 
Chavez (in Rashidi and Naderi 2012:31) found that female students 
tend to use humor less than males. Female students are more concerned 
with pleasing the teacher or meeting expectations. Female students are 
report taking shorter (more fragmentary) turns, but being more likely to be 
addressed in complete sentences by the teacher. On the whole, teachers 
and female students seem to form stronger cooperative units than teachers 
and male students: teachers are reported to be more likely to call on female 
students; female students more than their male peers enjoy interaction with 
the teacher and take notes of the teacher's presentation. 
In short, from the result of some researches in classroom 
interaction, the difference of male and female students are a) teacher talk 
more to the male than the female students, b) boys r e c e i v e d  
significantly  more positive and negative teacher responses than did 
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girls, c) girls receive less of the teacher’s a t t en t ion  in class, d) male 
students tend to talk more to the teacher than do female students, e) the 
‘average girl’ produced shorter solicits than the ‘average boy’ and f) when 
the teacher asked a question without naming a student to answer it, the 
‘average girl’ volunteered significantly more answers than did the ‘average 
boy’. 
5. Factors Affecting Teacher’s Talk and Students’ Talk in Different 
Gender 
It cannot be denied that when teacher and students interact in the 
classroom, there are some obstacles that may affect their talk. English in 
Indonesia is as foreign language that is not used in daily speaking 
activities. Thus, it usually makes the students or even the teacher face 
many obstacles in speaking class.  
Ribas (2010: 144) stated that students are actively involved in 
classroom interaction are largely determined by the teacher’s turn-
allocation behavior. Students can either initiate turns voluntarily or take 
turns that are solicited by the teacher. Some shy students, though, can also 
take ‘private turns’ by making comments in a low voice for themselves. If 
these private turns go unnoticed, shy students can feel neglected and 
unmotivated to participate in further occasions. Therefore, teachers’ 
sensitivity towards shy students’ turn-taking behavior is very important as 
well. 
Students’ reticence in speaking class also become factor that 
usually affects teacher talk and students talk in the classroom. The act of 
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students’ reticence is caused by some factors. According to Tsui in Ribas 
(2010: 15) some common factors that tend to contribute to students’ 
reticence to participate are:  
a. Low English proficiency: it is not so much that students do not know 
the answer but that they do not know how to express it in English.  
b.  L2 classroom anxiety:  in L2 classrooms students have to master the 
target language and perform in that language at the same time. Two 
types of anxiety have been described as ‘trait anxiety’, understood as a 
permanent characteristic of the subject’s personality, and ‘state 
anxiety’, which is specific to a situation.  
From those factors, it can be summed that turn taking, English 
proficiency, and classroom anxiety become affecting factors of classroom 
interaction. 
6. Flanders’ Interaction Analysis Categories 
The success of teacher in teaching language may be judged through 
the effectiveness of the teaching which can be assessed objectively 
through classroom interaction. Thus, it needs a systematic analysis of 
teacher’s classroom interaction which may provide a reliable assessment 
of what goes on classroom in teaching learning activity.  
One of the classroom interaction analyses that have been used by 
previous researcher in Indonesia to assess classroom interaction is 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC).  It is a system of 
classroom interaction analysis which has been used for many years by 
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researchers to analyze the interaction between the teacher and students 
during the teaching learning process in the classroom. 
Classroom interaction analysis refers not to one system, but to 
many systems for coding spontaneous verbal communication, arranging 
the data in a useful display, and then analyzing the results in order to study 
patterns of teaching and learning. Each system is essentially a process of 
encoding and decoding, i.e., categories for classifying statements are 
established, a code symbol is assigned to each category, and a trained 
observer records data by jotting down code symbols. Decoding is the 
reverse process: a trained analyst interprets the display of coded data in 
order to make appropriate statements about the original events which were 
encoded. (Flanders, 1970: 28 –29). 
Flanders Interaction Analysis system emphasizes the teaching of 
the classroom teacher –student interaction, which uses a system, taking 
into account the direct and indirect teaching style behavior classification of 
the classroom teacher –student interaction behavior classification.  
Flanders will be the language of the classroom for all teachers and 
students interaction that is divided into 10 categories, of which 1 to 7 
classes were recorded the status of teachers on students to speak; no. 8 and 
9 classes are the students to speak on the situation of the teacher, and in 
class, in additional to dialogue with teacher and students, there are no 10, 
it is recorded as classroom possible quiescent state (quiet or confusion). 
Based on those FIA ten categories, there are three main categories in the 
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classroom interaction; they are teacher talk, students talk and silence or 
confusion. 
a. Teacher Talk 
Teacher talk is the kind of language used by the teacher for 
instruction in the classroom. Teacher talk in English class is used to 
convey information, to have discussion and negotiation and to 
motivate the student.  Teacher should manage the class by using the 
teacher talk to make the students can reach the target language in 
teaching learning process.  
Teacher talk is divided into indirect and direct influence. 
Indirect influence involves the following categories. 
1) Accepts Feeling: Accepts and clarifies an attitude or the feeling 
tone of a student in a non –threatening manner. Feeling may be 
positive or negative. Predicting and recalling feelings are included.  
e.g.  Teacher: now, who are the characters in Harry Potter story? 
      Student 1: Many Sir. 
      Student 2: Harry, Hermione, Dumbledore. 
            Teacher   : Good. (Showing his thumb to S2)Accept feeling 
2) Praises or Encourages: Praises or encourages student action or 
behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not at the expense of 
another individual; nodding head, or saying “Um hm?” or “go on” 
and included. 
e.g. Teacher: We have to talk each other whatever or where ever 
you said I  
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will give more point for you. Right, go on.  Praises or 
encourages  
       (A girl and boy raise their hands)  
       Student: Yes, Destio. 
3) Accepts or Uses Ideas of Students: Clarifying or building or 
developing ideas suggested by a student. Teacher extensions of 
student ideas are included but as the teacher brings more of his 
own ideas into play, shift to category five. 
e.g. Teacher: What kind of story do you like to read? 
            Student: Adventure. 
           Teacher: Adventure.  Accepts or uses ideas of students 
4) Asks Questions: Asking question about content to procedure, 
based on teacher ideas, with the intent that a student will answer. 
e.g. Teacher: Do you like reading a story? Asks questions  
      Student: Yes, Sir. 
      Teacher: what kind of story do you like to read?  Asks 
questions  
Meanwhile direct influence involves the following categories. 
5) Lecturing: Giving facts or opinions about content or procedures; 
expressing his own ideas, giving his own explanation, or citing an 
authority other than a student. 
e.g. Teacher: Do you know fable? 
            Student: fable? 
      Teacher: Yes, story about animal.  Lecturing  
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6) Giving Directions: Directions, commands or orders to which a 
student is expected to comply. 
e.g. Teacher: now, every group should discuss their story in group! 
 Giving directions  
            Student: Yes, Sir. 
7) Criticizing or Justifying Authority: Statements intended to 
change student behavior from non –acceptable to acceptable 
pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is doing 
what he is during; extreme self – reliance. e.g. Student: Sir, what is 
the meaning of bother? 
Student: May be it should be brother, Sir.  
      Teacher: no, bother means menghiraukan. Criticizing or 
justifyingauthority 
b. Students Talk 
Students talk in FIA involves the following categories. 
1) Student –Talk Response: Talk by students in response to teacher. 
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits student statement or 
structures the situation. Freedom to express own ideas is limited. 
e.g. Teacher: How about Cinderella? 
      Student: Beautiful.  Student –talk response  
      Student: Poor girl. Student –talk response  
2) Student –Talk Initiation: Talk by students, which they initiate. 
Expressing own ideas; initiating a new topic; freedom to develop 
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opinions and a line of thought, like asking thoughtful questions; 
going beyond the existing structure.  
e.g. Student 1 : Our agree with it. 
Teacher :  We. 
Student 1 : (look at the teacher) we, because they get 
money from their job because their job is not 
easy and need brilliant skill. 
Student 2 : Who is paid them? As we know hacker is 
criminal job. Student –Talk Initiation  
c. Silence or Confusion 
1) Silence or Confusion in classroom interaction can be indicated by 
pauses, short periods of confusion in which communication cannot 
be understood by the observer.  
e.g. Student 1 : What do you think hacker get some money 
from  
their job? 
Student 2 : Apamaksudnya? 
Teacher :  Do you agree or not if hacker get money 
from their job? 
(Students in group discuss the answer) Silence or 
Confusion 
7.  Procedure of Flanders Interaction Analysis 
There are two steps that will be conducted in analyzing data using 
Flanders Interaction Analysis. 
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a. Encoding process  
The first step in the process of encoding is to memorize the 
code numbers, in relation to key phrase of words, which are indicated 
in capital in ten –category system. An observer will sit on the last 
bench of the classroom and observe the teacher when she teaches. At 
an interval of every three seconds she wrote down that category 
number which best represented or communication event just 
completed. For instance, when teacher is lecturing the observer puts 5; 
when she asked question observer puts 4; when student replies 
observer puts 8; when teacher praises observer puts 2; when teacher 
asks to sit down observer puts 6; when again the teacher starts 
lecturing observer puts 5. The procedure of recording events goes on at 
the rate of 20 to 25 observations in per minute. 
Ground rules for encoding observation are as follows: 
Because of the complexity of the problems involved in categorization, 
several ground rules have been established. The rules of observation 
add in developing consistency in trying to categorize teacher classroom 
behavior. 
1)  Rule 1: When it is not certain in which of two or more categories a 
statement belongs, chose the category that is numerically farthest 
from the category 5. For e.g., if an observer is not sure whether it is 
2 or 3 then chose 2. If in doubt between 5 and 7, she chooses 5. 
2) Rule 2: If the primary tone of the teacher’s behavior has been 
consistently direct or consistently indirect, do not shift into an 
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opposite classification unless a clear indication of shift is given by 
the teacher. This rule is often called the rule of the biased, unbiased 
observer. 
3) Rule 3: An observer must not concern with her own biases or with 
the teacher’s intent. If a teacher attempts to be clever, students see 
her statements as criticism of students; the observer put category 7, 
rather than category 2. This rule has particular value when applied 
to the problem of helping teachers to gain insight by their own 
behavior, e.g., ‘I was trying to praise them’ I wanted them to 
answer that question’. 
4) Rule 4: If more than one category occurs during the three seconds 
interval, then all categories used in that interval are recorded. If no 
change occurs within three seconds, then repeat category number. 
b. Decoding Process 
After encoding the classroom events into ten –category system 
10x10 matrix tables is prepared for decoding the classroom verbal 
behavior. The generalized sequence of the student –teacher interaction 
can be estimated in this matrix table. It indicates what forms a pair of 
categories. The first number in the pair indicates the row and the 
second number shows the column for example (10 –6) pair would be 
shown by a tally in the cell formed by row 10 and column 6. For 
example the observer has written down the code numbers beginning 
with 6 as follows: 6,10,5,1,4,8,8,2,3,6,4,8,9,7. 
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B. Previous Related Study 
There are many researches that are in line with the case of teacher talk 
and students’ talk.  
1. The Effects of Teacher Talk on Students’ Oral Productions (Martha 
Santiago I Ribas, 2010) 
In this research, the researcher found that the types of question the 
teacher asks affect the kind of responses students produce and, 
consequently, their learning. Display and factual questions prevent 
students from expressing their own ideas, and only encourage them to 
repeat what has already been said. In other words, they generate 
interactions that are typical of a didactic discourse and far from a real 
social communicating framework. Overusing of ‘yes-no’ questions 
deprives students of the chance to produce longer responses, affecting their 
learning input negatively as a result.  
He also realized that silence is not a bad thing in a classroom as 
long it is for a purpose. Besides, it will be positive to avoid being so 
protective and challenge students with better formulated high-level 
thinking questions. In the same way, a lot of noise can be a positive thing. 
Promoting group talk appears to be a good strategy to help students 
acquire discourse competence in a more comfortable atmosphere.  
On the other side, the researcher has noticed that he appears to be 
more concerned with understanding what students are trying to say than 
with the grammatical accuracy of their responses. That makes them try to 
speak without the pressure of having to say things perfectly right. Again 
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having a global understanding of the different structures of classroom 
interaction will enable the teacher to design a greater variety of activities 
and to have a better command of students’ expected outcomes, which will 
altogether result in a more coherent and better quality assessment.  
It is generally agreed that teachers are the ones in charge of 
organizing classroom communications, which patterns depend largely on 
how they use language to control the structure and content of the 
classroom events. Teachers should present materials and tasks in a way 
that students feel encouraged and attracted to take an active role and feel 
the desire to learn by themselves. However, unfortunately the majority of 
schools structure the academic year program of L2 upon a specific book. 
Students spend most of the time doing grammar-based exercises and 
repeating the same topics year after year.  
2. Teacher Talk and EFL in University Classrooms (Ma  Xiaou, 2006 ) 
In this study, Xiaou gives insight to the study of the Chinese foreign 
language classroom, and promotes the awareness of teachers toward using 
their language in classrooms. Xiaou found two major cases in his study. 
Firstly, students count a significant part of learning on teacher talk and 
their preferences towards to the ideal teacher talk greatly run contrary to 
the current college English teaching. For most students, teacher talk serves 
as the most valuable input of language exposure. They believed that 
learning from TT is one of the most effective learning strategies. But over 
half of the students believe teacher talk occupies too much of the class 
time at the present and should be decreased. They show their strong desire 
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for participation in the interactional classroom activities. Discussion and 
practicing the new linguistic materials are welcomed. Most of the students 
agreed on the idea that errors should be corrected when they are produced 
in answers. They expect the positive feedback from teachers to encourage 
them. 
Secondly, it is found that current college English teaching run contrary 
to the students’ expectation and preferences. With its distinctive features, 
the English classroom is still the teacher-dominated one and students only 
play passive roles. Teacher talk, which manifested by series of rituals of 
questioning, feedback and talk time explored in this research, are found 
not only contradicts to the students’ desire, but also to the teaching 
theories. In the case study, the amount of teacher talk occupies most of the 
class period. Most of the questions asked by the teachers are display ones, 
which focus on the linguistic knowledge instead of generating the 
interaction to foster communicative competence. As for the feedback and 
error correction, all teachers prefer positive feedback over negative 
feedback. But one effective way of praising, that is, praises followed by 
appraisals, is not used frequently in our study. The frequency of error 
treatment reveals that the controversial issue, namely, whether error being 
corrected immediately the moment it occurs or not, is not only preferred 
by most of the students but is used by the teachers in a high frequency. 
Based on the results of the case study, the causes of the actual teacher 
talk he observed are analyzed, taking into consideration the culture 
background and reality in China. Thus some implications are suggested: 1) 
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Shifting the teacher-centered classroom into student-centered classroom; 
2) Controlling TTT and focusing on the quality of teacher talk; 3) 
Improving questioning techniques; 4) Using proper feedback techniques;5) 
Improving teachers’ awareness towards TT. 
To summarize, the findings in the present study provide empirical 
evidence to insight into some aspects of TT in current college English 
classrooms. Thus teachers can reflect their behaviors embodied in TT and 
improve their teaching quality effectively. 
3. New Understandings of Gender and Language Classroom Research: 
Texts, Teacher Talk and Student Talk (Jane Sunderland, 2000) 
Gender is at times viewed in an outdated way in language education, 
resulting in oversimplification and unproductive generalizations. In 
particular, women and girls are sometimes simplistically represented as 
victims of gender bias in language textbooks, and of male dominance in 
the classroom. In this paper, Sunderland illustrates some subtleties and 
complexities of gender in language education, and suggest some 
implications of research for educational practice. She also demonstrates 
alternatives for research into gender and language classrooms, showing 
both how the more familiar approaches can be fruitfully developed and 
how researchers can go beyond them. It is important that both researchers 
working in the area of gender and language education, and teachers in their 
practice, should be able to engage with considerations of agency, 
individuality and diversity, while not losing sight of the still-important 
notions of disadvantage and of gender itself. 
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C. Rationale 
From the research related to teachers’  talks and students’ talks in different 
gender of students, there are three main conclusions which give relevance to 
this present study: 1) there is different patterns of teacher’s talk and student’s 
talk in English classroom interaction of the tenht grade students in different 
gender based on Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories; 2) there is the 
factor that affect teacher’s talk and student’s talk in male and female classes; 
and 3) due to the minimal amount of studies conducted and the considerable 
gap with the number of researches from English-speaking countries, there is a 
need to conduct more research especially in the Asian context about teacher’s 
talk and student’s talk in English classroom interaction of the tenht grade 
students in different gender. This study is therefore proposed to be a modest 
contribution to fill the gap and to explore the issue.  
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CHAPTER III 
 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter contains some crucial elements of research methodology 
related to the topic under discussion. In this part, the researcher gives explanation 
of the research methodology used in this research. 
 
A.  Research Design 
This research isdescriptive qualitative research. Bodgan and Taylor in 
Setiyadi (2006: 219) say that qualitative research is research procedure that 
results descriptive data in form of written language or human utterances and 
their behavior that are observed. Thus, the goal of the researchis to 
comprehend the subject of the research comprehensively. Moreover, Kirk and 
Miller inSetiyadi (2006: 220) define qualitative research is as certain tradition 
in social science that depends on data collecting of the subjects in their own 
environment and their interaction to others human in their own term and 
language.  Setiyadi (2006: 220) sums up that in qualitative research, the 
researcher is not compeled to make certain conceptions to know the field of 
the research, but the researcher comes to the research field with pure thoughts 
and interpretation based on the facts in the field research. In qualitative 
research, the researcher is very possible to have changed interpretation after 
observing the facts that have various pattern until he or she gets constant 
pattern of the facts. In next step, the constant pattern will function as basis to 
arrange the theory. 
33 
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In this research, the researcher observed and record the interaction 
between the teacher –students and students –students that occur in teaching 
learning process of English subject through video recorder in different gender 
of students at MAM Klaten.The researcher recorded by using video recorder 
and observe the English classroom interaction in two classes of the tenht grade 
student of MAM Klaten in different gender of studentsby giving number 
categories based on FIAC. Inter rater involved in analyzing the data in order to 
make the findings more consistent. The English teachers that teaches the 
students in different gender asked to teach the students as usual. The teaching 
learning process that record used one lesson plan. It is aimed to see whether 
the patterns of classroom interaction are incidental or continual. Flanders 
Interaction Analysis used to analyze the patterns of teacher talk and student 
talk that occur in the teaching learning process of thus classes. 
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories used to analyze the classroom 
interaction of English subject including the verbal interaction of teacher –
students and among students. It used to saw the patterns of classroom 
interaction in tenht grade of MAM Klaten that becomes the sample of this 
research. It used to see the difference of interaction in female and male classes 
of the tenht grade students. By tabulating the data from classroom interaction 
transcription, the difference of the interaction is seen. From data tabulation in 
the matrix, the difference of interaction interpreted in four criteria. They are 
the percentage of Teacher Talk (TT), Student Talk (ST), and silence, direct 
and indirect influence, positive or negative reinforcement and students’ 
participation. 
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B. Time and Place of the Study 
This research conducted in MAM Klaten at the tenth grade students of 
different genderin December 2016. This school is located in two different 
places. The school that  is for male students is located at Jl.Penggung-Jatinom, 
Karanganom, KabupatenKlaten, Jawa Tengah. In this school, there are 1 
office and administrative rooms, 1 teachers room, 2 boardings for male 
student, 1 counseling room, 1 boarding chairman room, 3 classrooms, 1 
dinning room, 1 kitchen room, and 7 toilets.  
The school that is for female students is located at Jl. SertanSadikin 1 
KabupatenKlaten, JawaTengah.In this school, there are 1 office and 
administrative room, 1 teachers room, 2 boarding for female student, 1 
counseling room, 1 boarding chairman room, 3 classrooms, 1 dinning room, 1 
kitchen room, and 8 toilets.  
Each class of this school consists of 25 students both in male and female 
classes. This school vision is to embody religious, smart, and good 
characteristic people. It also aims to create the students to be able to reading 
Qur’an, speaking arabic-english actively, stand alone and self employed. 
Based on pre observation by interviewing the headmaster, the students are 
accostumed to speak english in their daily activity in boarding school. The 
english teacher in this school consists of two english teachers. The teacher 
graduated from s1 degree. 
 
C. Subject of the Study 
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The subject of the study is the tenth grade students of different gender of 
MAM Klaten. Each class consists of 25 students who are taught by one 
teacher. The students used english-arabics in their daily activity in the boading 
school. Based on the pre –observation by interviewing the teachers of the tenth 
grade students in MAM Klaten.The participation of the students in classroom 
interaction in male and female classes are in the same level such as in fluency, 
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and comprehension. Sometimes they 
mispronounce the words or incorrect grammar but they are able to 
communicate in English and convey what they mean.  
The  researcher used theoretical sample of non –probability sampling in 
determining the sample of the research. Theoretical sample or purposive 
sample has purpose that person or case that is chosen can represent the answer 
of research questions (Setiyadi, 2006:  44). In accordance with the definition, 
the sample of this research is one female class of the tenth grade student and 
one male class of the tenth grade student. 
 
 
 
 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
For the purpose of the study, the data collected by using some data 
collecting techniques. In this study, there are three techniques that used to 
collect data for the purpose of this research. They consist of video recording, 
observation, and interview. 
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1. Observation 
Cresswell (2008: 221) defines observation as the process of gathering 
open-ended, first hand information by observing people and places at a 
research site. In the context of this study, the role of passive participant 
observer is chosen (Gobo, 2008), in which the researcher observes and 
records notes without being involved in the activities of the participants, 
acts as a spectator of the scene under study and maintain a certain distance 
from it and never intervening. In this research, the researcher observed 
teaching learning process in the classroom. The researcher observed the 
verbal interaction between teacher and student, and among students. 
2. Video recording 
Video recording used to record teaching learning activity in the classroom. 
It is used to make the result of classroom interaction more consistent. By 
using video recording, the researcher can get the verbal communication 
record in the classroom between the teacher and student, and among 
students. It also can support the result of observation.  
 
 
E. Data and Sources of Data 
In the research, the researcher should collect the data from the 
phenomenon or subject of the research in order to answer the research 
questions. The data are in the form of raw information that need to be 
analyzed and interpreted. For the purpose of this research, the kinds of the data 
will be transcription of video recording, the field notes, and the interview 
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transcription. Meanwhile, the sources of the data was the English teachers of 
tenth grade students of male and female classes, and the events of teaching 
learning activity in these two classes. 
 
F. Data Analysis 
The instrument of this research is Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories 
(FIAC) that gathered through recording and observation. The researcher asked 
someone to record the classroom interaction through video recorder to see the 
interaction that occurrs in the classroom. Video recorder placed in front of the 
class to record the verbal interaction of teacher and students that occurrs in 
classroom interaction of English subject in tenth grade class of male and 
female students. The verbal interactions was analyzed by using Flanders 
Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC).  
FIAC  used to categorize the patterns of teacher talk and student talk based 
on its ten categories. They are accepting feeling, praising or encouraging, 
accepting or using student’s idea, asking question, lecturing, giving direction, 
criticizing or justifying authority, student’s response, student’s initiation and 
silence. It used to see the difference of teacher talk in these two classes related 
to the patterns occurr in male class and female class. 
Flanders (1970) originally developed a research tool, namely Flanders 
Interaction Analysis (FIA), which becomes a widely used coding system to 
analyze and improve teaching skills. Flanders’s system attempts to all 
categories of the verbal behavior to be found in the classroom interaction. It 
has two main categories: teacher talk and student’s talk. A third category 
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covers other verbal behavior, i.e., silence or confusion. Categories of Flanders 
Interaction Analysis (FIA) used in this research are described in the following 
table. 
Table 3.1. Table of Specification ofFlanders’s Interaction Analysis Categories 
(FIAC) 
Kind of 
Talk 
 
Teacher 
talk 
 
*indirect 
influence 
Form of 
Interaction 
 
Category 
Number 
Activity 
 
 
 
 
 
Response 
1. 
 
 
Accepts feeling: Accepts and clarifies 
an attitude or the feeling tone of a 
student in a non –threatening manner. 
Feeling may be positive or negative. 
Predicting and recalling feelings are 
included. 
2. 
 
Praises or encourages: Praises or 
encourages student action or behavior. 
Jokes that release tension, but not at the 
expense of another individual; nodding 
head, or saying “Um hm?” or “go on” 
and included. 
 
3. Accepts or uses ideas of students: 
Clarifying or building or developing 
ideas suggested by a student. Teacher 
extensions of student ideas are included 
but as the teacher brings more of his 
own ideas into play, shift to category 
five. 
4. Asks questions: Asking question about 
content to procedure, based on teacher 
ideas, with the intent that a student will 
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answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
*direct 
influence 
 
 
 
 
 
Initiation 
5. Lecturing: Giving facts or opinions 
about content or procedures; expressing 
his own ideas, giving his own 
explanation, or citing an authority other 
than a student. 
6. Giving directions: Directions, 
commands or orders to which a student 
is expected to comply. 
7. Criticizing or justifying authority: 
Statements intended to change student 
behavior from non –acceptable to 
acceptable pattern; bawling someone 
out; stating why the teacher is doing 
what he is during; extreme self –
reliance. 
 
 
 
Student 
Talk 
Response 8. Student –talk response: Talk by 
students in response to teacher. Teacher 
initiates the contact or solicits student 
statement or structures the situation. 
Freedom to express own ideas is 
limited. 
Initiation 
 
9. Student –talk Initiation: Talk by 
students, which they initiate. Expressing 
own ideas; initiating a new topic; 
freedom to develop opinions and a line 
of thought, like asking thoughtful 
questions; going beyond the existing 
structure.  
Silence  10. Silence or confusion: Pauses, short 
periods of confusion in which 
communication cannot be understood 
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by the observer. 
 
After recording the interaction, the data was transcribed, coded and 
analyzed. In analyzing the data, the researcher categorize the transcription of 
teacher’s and students’ speech in terms of quantity utterance into ten 
categories proposed by Flanders. The pattern of teacher talk and students talk 
in male and female classes can be seen from transcription categorized by 
following  FIAC. The example can be illustrated as follows: 
 T: Open your books to page 160 and answer the first question, Bill? 6 
Bi: Spain and Portugal from the Iberian Peninsula.8 
T: Very good, Bill.2 
T: Who has the answer into next question?4 
S: I don’t know where we are.9 
T: We are on page 160, the second question under exercise 1.5 
T: And if you had been paying attention, you would have known where we 
are.7 
T: Martha, can you continue by reading your answer to the second 
question?6 
(The example is taken from Allwright and Bailey, 1991:202 in Astuti, 2007: 
30) 
Based on the transcription above the researcher should categorize the 
data and write them down, 6, 8, 2, 4, 9, 5, 7, and 6. The entire series should 
begin and end with the same number. The convention used is to add 10 to the 
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beginning and the end of the series. The data now becomes 10, 6, 8, 2, 4, 9, 5, 
7, 6, and 10.  
After the sequence of number has been collected, the number of 
category will be tabulated in a 10 into 10 matrixes. The data entered in a 
10x10 matrix so that the sum of column one equals the sum of row one, the 
sum of column 2 equals the sum of row 2, etc. The numbers is tallied in the 
matrix one pair at a time. For example the observer has written down the code 
numbers beginning with 6 as follows: 6,10,5,1,4,8,8,2,3,6,4,8,9,7. The first 
step is to make sure that the entire series begins and ends with the same 
number. By following the convention is to add 10 to the beginning and end of 
the series, unless 10 are already present.  
So our earlier series now become10,6,10,5,1,4,8,8,2,3,6,4,8,9,7,10. 
The first pair in this case is 10 –6; the tally is placed in row 10, column 6 cell. 
The second pair is 6 –10, tally this in row 6, column 10 and so on. ‘N’ is 
always tabulated by N –1 tallies in the matrix.  
Table 3.8.b. The Matrix of Data Tabulation 
 
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
1    1       1 
2  1         1 
3      1     1 
4       11    2 
5 1          1 
6    1      1 2 
7          1 1 
8  1      1  1 3 
Teacher Talk 
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Based on the matrix, the researcher can describe the matrix as follows: 
1. The proportion of teacher talk, student talk, and silence or confusion: 
The proportion of tallies in columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, columns 8, 9 and 
column 10 to the total tallies indicates how much the teacher talks, the student 
talks and the time spent in silence or confusion. After several years of 
observing, it has been anticipated an average of 68 percent teacher talk, 20 
percent of student talk and 11 or 12 percent silence or confusion. 
2. The ratio between indirect influence and direct influence: 
The sum of column 1,2,3,4, is divided by the sum of columns 5, 6, 7 gave this 
ratio. If the ratio is 1 or more than 1, the teacher is said to be indirect in his 
behavior. This ratio, therefore, showed whether a teacher is more direct or 
indirect in his teaching. 
3. The ratio between positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement: 
The sum of column 1, 2, 3 is divided by the sum of the columns 6, 7. If the 
ratio is more than 1 then the teacher is said to be good. 
9       1    1 
10     1 1     2 
Total 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 15 
s 
t 
u 
d 
e 
n 
t 
t 
a 
l 
k 
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4.  Student’s participation ratio: 
The sum of columns 8 and 9 is to be divided by total sum. The answer revealed 
how much the students have participated in the teaching –learning process. 
Furthermore, from the transcription of the coding,  the researcher determine the 
patterns of teacher talk and student talk. There is pattern of teacher talk such as 
teacher-student  (giving direction –student’s response) 
T: Open your books to page 160 and answer the first question, Bill? 6 
Bi: Spain and Portugal from the Iberian Peninsula.8 
Meanwhile, pattern of student talk such as student-teacher (student initiation –
lecturing). 
S: I don’t know where we are.9 
T: We are on page 160, the second question under exercise 1.5 
From the convention above, it also can be used to see the difference of 
teacher talk  in classroom interaction of English subject in male and female 
classes of MAM Klaten based on those four criteria. This result give the 
researcher about depiction of factors affecting the differences of teacher talk in 
male and female classes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
This chapter contains result and the discussion of the research. Result of 
the research discusses about the findings of the research and the discussion 
discusses about the data analysis to answer the research problem. 
 
A. Research Findings 
 
This research was conducted in the tenth grade students of MAM Klaten, 
on March 31th and April 7th 2017 in female classand at 24th to 25th April 2017 in 
male class. The researcher become the observer who observed the teacher talk and 
student talk in English classroom interaction, whereas the English teacher taught 
the students as usual.  
The teaching learning process of English subject that is taught by the 
authentic teacher of each class is aimed to see the patterns of teacher talk and 
student talk of female classand male class authentically. Based on the recording 
and observation, the process of teaching learning process covered pre activities, 
while activities and post activities.  
1. Patterns of Teacher Talk and Student Talk in Female Class 
There was a theory suggested by Van Lier (1988) about the pattern of 
classroom interaction. He stated  that the types of interactions often include: 
a. Teacher speaking to whole class (T-Ss) 
b. Teacher speaking to an individual student with the rest of the class as 
hearers (T-S) 
c. Teacher speaking to a group of students (T-Ss) 
45 
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d. Student speaking to teacher (S-T) 
e. Student speaking to student (S-S) 
f. Student speaking to group members (S-Ss) 
g. Student speaking to the whole class (S-Ss) 
Thus, the patterns of interaction were determined by the theory that 
was suggested by Van lier (1988).The patterns of teacher talk and student talk 
of this research were seen from the first and second meeting of English 
classroom interaction in female class. Moreover, the patterns of TT and ST 
were seen based on FIAC. The patterns of TT and ST were seen from the pre 
activity, while activity and post activity. The material was discussed was 
hortatory exposition text. The activity of speaking class that occurred in 
teaching learning was group presentation and question –answer about the 
topics that have been divided to each group by the teacher.  
a. First Meeting 
1) Pre Activity  
In the pre activity, the main activity that occurred in the 
interaction was about praying and greeting, and also the direction from 
the teacher for the group who wanted to do presentation and 
discussion. From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the 
TT and ST that occurred in pre activity were student’s initiation –
silence, student’s initiation – student’s initiation andasking 
questionstudent’s response.  The example of the patterns can be seen 
in the following example. 
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e.g. 
Student’s initiation –silence 
 
Chairman : Let’s pray together, start.  9 
(Students pray)10 
Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : Finish. Give greeting to our teacher.9 
All students in class : Assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb. 9 
Asking questionstudent’s response 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb.  Are you fine all? 4 
All students in class : Yes. 8 
2) Activity 
In the activity the main activity that was done by students was 
group presentation and question answer from students. In this case, the 
teacher only helped to encourage the class to be active. The teacher 
gave chance for students to talk and give opinion or question.  
The teacher did not dominate the talk time in the class. She 
only talked when the students faced some problems or difficulties in 
discussion. She also helped the students to make the question or 
answer clearer by using students’ idea or giving her own opinion. She 
also asked to students about the satisfaction about the group’s 
presentation answer. It was aimed to make the discussion can be 
comprehended by the students. 
 From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the TT 
and ST that occurred in while activity were student’s initiation –
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students response, student’s initiation –student’s initiation, student’s 
initiation –accepting or using student’s idea, student’s response –
criticizing or justifying authority, asking question –students response, 
praising or encouraging –students response, giving direction –students 
initiation, praising or encouraging –students initiation, student’s 
initiation – criticizing or justifying authority, student’s initiation –
lecturing, student’s initiation –giving direction, student’s response –
lecturing, criticizing or justifying authority –students response, 
student’s initiation –accepting feeling, student’s response – accepting 
feeling, asking question –silence, praising or encouraging  –silence, 
accepting feeling or using student’s idea –student’s response, lecturing 
–student’s response, and  accepting feeling or using student’s idea –
silence. The example of the patterns can be seen in the following 
example. 
e.g. 
Student’s initiation –students’ response 
Latifa : Do you know what the meaning of hacker? 9 
All students in class: No!8 
Student’s initiation –student’s initiation 
Restu :  Recommendation, we know hacker have brilliant skill. 
But we find some hackers may don’t worry about the 
consequence of their action. Little debate exists as to the 
facts that hacking has several negative effects. 
Government must give counseling intensive and regular 
intensive and close supervision, and the government 
should make low about the hacker and track down on 
hacker who deviates do to a bear hacker crime include. 
9 
Vivi : Ok it is about my presented. 9 
Liana : Our. 9 
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Vivi : If is there any question, please raise your hand!9 
 
Student’s initiation –accepting or using student’s idea 
Ita  : Hacker has positive effect. What is it? 9 
Teacher  : What is the positive impact or effect of hacker? 3 
Student’s response –criticizing or justifying authority 
Restu : Yes, try…(pauses)  Iya jadi di..di..( wave her hand) 8 
Teacher : No no no say in English! 7 
Restu : The government should provide special training for the 
hacker to exploit the ability positively. Jadi,,8 
Teacher : So…don’t say jadi. 7 
 
Asking question –students response 
Teacher  : How many questions are there? 4 
Group  : Three (showing three fingers)8 
Praising or encouraging –students response 
Teacher : Any other question? May be Miftah do you want to 
ask something?  2 
Mifta  : (shake her hand left and right) 8 
Teacher : No. Deswita do you want ask question for the group?  
2 
Deswita : Mau nanya bentar.8  
 
Giving direction –students initiation 
Teacher : Okay. (Wave her hand) 6 
Adriana : Okay, thanks for your attention wasslm wr. Wb.9  
Praising or encouraging –students initiation 
Teacher : We have to talk each other whatever or where ever 
you said I will give more point for you. Right, go on. 
2 
(A girl raise their hands)  
Adriana : Yes, Desti. 9 
 
Student’s initiation – criticizing or justifying authority 
Umi : What should we do to minimize the corruption?9  
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Teacher : Corruption. 7 
Student’s initiation –lecturing 
Ika : Tennis tournament and he can go to abroad.  9 
Teacher : That is the meaning of bad culture because they don’t 
give same punishment or same way for big corruptor, 
ya. So that’s why we can say that corruption is bad 
culture, because  it is not good for the next generation 
if they see about the corruption every day, they will 
think that corruption is okay. No problem with 
corruption, so why don’t we do that. Ya, you see the 
impact of corruption. What do you think about the 
impact of corruption? May be like what Ika said 
before that the effect is poorness ya poorness, so may 
be next time we will not see the development of our 
country because of corruption. Is that what you 
mean?(ask to group) 5  
 
Student’s initiation –giving direction 
Ana : Ika9  
Teacher :  Sstt… listen please!6  
Student’s response –lecturing 
Lisa : Maybe our country don’t think about it. 8 
Teacher :  Ya may be, this group in that hacker can be positive 
thing. May be you can suggest the government to 
make the placement for hacker and direct them to the 
positive things. It will be useful for us. How about 
you, are you satisfied?5  
 
Criticizing or justifying authority –students response 
Ana : Our agree with it 9 
Teacher :  We. 7 
Ana : (look at the teacher) we, because they get money from 
their job because their job is not easy and need 
brilliant skill.8  
 
Student’s initiation –accepting feeling 
Adriana : No, according to me not all children do that  9 
Teacher : Do that cheating? Oh I see  1 
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Student’s response – accepting feeling 
Umi : The corruption? 8  
Teacher : The corruption. Okay good. Good question 1 
Asking question –silence 
 
Teacher :  Okay any other question that you will answer?4  
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
Praising or encouraging  –silence 
 
Teacher : How about the other? Come on. No one else? I think it 
is interesting topic to discuss. 2  
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
Accepting feeling or using student’s idea –student’s response 
 
Teacher : So in other world the rules train the hacker. Do you 
mean like that? (ask to Restu)3 
Restu  : Yes, try…(pauses)  Iya jadi di..di..( wave her hand) 
8 
 
Lecturing –student’s response 
 
Teacher : That is the meaning of bad culture because they don’t 
give same punishment or same way for big corruptor, 
ya. So that’s why we can say that corruption is bad 
culture, because  it is not good for the next generation 
if they see about the corruption every day, they will 
think that corruption is okay. No problem with 
corruption, so why don’t we do that. Ya. You see the 
impact of corruption. What do you think about the 
impact of corruption? May be like what Ika said 
before that the effect is poorness ya poorness, so may 
be next time we will not see the development of our 
country because of corruption. Is that what you 
mean?(ask to group) 5  
Ika : Yes. 8  
 
Accepting feeling or using student’s idea –silence 
 
Teacher : Billion, you mean billion, six billion? Or are they 
cannot pay with apa? Not in present, they have to pay 
in six billion until eight billion. Do you think it is 
enough for the answer?(look at the group) 3 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
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3) Post Activity 
In the post activity, the main activity that was done by teacher 
was asking the students’ feeling about the activity. Most of the 
students gave positive response. They felt enjoy and interested about 
the activity. Furthermore, before close the meeting the teacher gave 
suggestion for the next performance of the students. From the 
transcription of the interaction the patterns of the TT and ST that 
occurred in post activity was praising or encouragingstudent’s 
response. The example of the patterns can be seen in the following 
example. 
e.g. 
Praising or encouragingstudents response 
Teacher : Ya, well, what do you think about this activity, 
it is interesting?2  
All students in class : Yes…! 8 
Teacher :  Can you enjoy this activity? 2 
All students in class : Yes…!8  
 
b. Second Meeting 
1) Pre Activity  
In the pre activity, the main activity that occurred in the 
interaction was still same with the first meeting. The class was stated 
by praying and greeting, and also the direction from the teacher for 
the group who wanted to do presentation and discussion. From the 
transcription of the interaction the patterns of the TT and ST that 
occurred in pre activity were students’ initiation –silence, student’s 
initiation – student’s initiation, and asking questionstudent’s 
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response. The example of the patterns can be seen in the following 
example. 
e.g. 
Student’s initiation –silence 
Chairman : Let’s pray together, start.  9 
(Students pray)10 
Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : finish. Give greeting to our teacher9  
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. wb.9  
Asking questionstudent response 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb.  Are you fine all? 4 
All students in class : Yes. 8 
Teacher : Sorry, Desti what are you doing?4  
Destia : Nyiapin pertanyaan. 8  
Teacher : Do you want to perform? 4 
Destia : No8  
 
2) Activity 
As same as the first meeting, in the while activity the main 
activity that was done by students was group presentation and 
question answer from students. In this case, the teacher only helped to 
encourage the class to be active. The teacher gave chance for students 
to talk and give opinion or question.  
Therefore, both in the first or second meeting students 
dominated the talk time in the class. The teacher only talked when the 
students faced some problems or difficulties in discussion. She also 
helped the students to make the question or answer clearer by using 
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students’ idea or giving her own opinion. She also asked to students 
about the satisfaction about the group’s presentation answer. It was 
purposed to make the discussion can be comprehended by the 
students.  
From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the TT 
and ST that occurred in activity were student’s initiation –students 
response, student’s initiation –student’s initiation, student’s initiation 
–accepting or using student’s idea, student’s response –criticizing or 
justifying authority, student’s initiation – criticizing or justifying 
authority, asking question –students response, praising or 
encouraging –students response, praising or encouraging –students 
initiation, giving direction –students initiation, student’s initiation –
lecturing, student’s initiation –giving direction, student’s response –
lecturing, criticizing or justifying authority –students response, 
student’s initiation –accepting feeling, student’s response – accepting 
feeling, asking question –silence, praising or encouraging –silence, 
accepting or using student’s idea –student’s response, lecturing – 
student’s response, and accepting feeling or using student’s idea –
silence. The example of the patterns can be seen in the following 
example. 
e.g. 
Student’s initiation –students response 
Agustin : Assalamu’alaikum wr. wb. 9 
All students in class : Wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb.  8  
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Student’s initiation –student’s initiation 
Agustin : And this is our presentation…Thesis Indonesia has 
many cultures that we must maintain and preserve. 
And has been beneficial if we preserve. 9 
Okti : Argument, firstly now many people who don’t know 
about culture of Indonesia. Because of world 
globalization area can cause the culture of Indonesian 
schoolist and has replaced by other culture. 9 
 
Student’s initiation –accepting or using student’s idea 
Endang : When the other countries claim our culture what 
should we do? 9 
Teacher : when the other countries claim our culture what 
should we do? Ya, ok. 3 
 
Student’s response –criticizing or justifying authority 
Listi : We have said before that why we…why we,…(look at 
her group)the parents must do in recommendation,..a 
…kita udah bilang..8  
Teacher : No no no don’t say in Indonesia please in English! 7  
 
Student’s initiation – criticizing or justifying authority 
Okti           : Argument, firstly now many people who don’t know 
about culture of Indonesia. Because of world 
globalization area can cause the culture of Indonesian 
schoolist and has replaced by other culture.9 
Teacher : Culture (corrects the pronunciation)  7 
 
Asking question –students response 
Teacher : Desti are you not satisfied?4  
Desti : No. 8 
Praising or encouraging –students response 
Teacher : okay in second termin ya 2 
Vivi : Yes yes 8 
Praising or encouraging –students initiation 
Teacher : Any other question, one another chance. 2 
(A girl stands up) 
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Endang :When the other countries claim our culture what 
should we do? 9 
Giving direction –students initiation 
Teacher : pay attention the other! Tok..tok..(Knock the table) 6 
Vivi : My name is Vivi Dewangka, I will ask, as we know 
that government can increase the fuel price of our 
country. What is the impact for our economic country? 
One, and second, what do you think what will happen 
next, constant increase or not? 9 
 
 
Student’s initiation –lecturing 
Siska : So in Malaysian people know about the culture, in 
Malaysian opinion reog is our culture, in Indonesian 
say reog is our culture like that, long –long ago they 
are one rumpun like that. So the culture there is 
Malaysia and Indonesia.9  
Teacher : Yah, maybe I can add the answer, a…ya why did it 
happen like reog ponorogo claimed as Malaysian 
culture. May be one thing is we don’t love our culture 
and may be because of government what is it? Not 
appreciate about culture. They don’t think maybe one 
day there is or there are countries that do not pay our 
heritage, our country. The solution is we have prove 
first to the world that it is our culture, may be by 
showing, by what is it? By doing the showbiz may be 
ya to other countries. And more one thing, do you 
know about patens right?  5 
 
Student’s initiation –giving direction 
Ana : Ika9  
Teacher :  Sstt… listen please!6  
Student’s response –lecturing 
All students in class : paten…! 8  
Teacher : Ya, by having patens right we can claim actually that 
culture is mine is ours. Okay Endang are you satisfied 
with it?5  
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Criticizing or justifying authority –students response 
Silvia : Thirdly many tourists come to Indonesia to be 
foreign exchange because Indonesia has many culture 
such as ethnic, traditional dance, heritage, tourism and 
etc. That makes tourist happy to visit to Indonesia and 
recommendation, one, Indonesia should be proud of 
the culture we have, we must keep the culture, for 
example.  9 
Teacher : Culture. (corrects the pronunciation)  7 
Silvia : Culture, for example we must keep schooling inside, 
many visitors more interest if it increases the number 
exchange in Indonesia and the government must 
maintain to be handle the heritage culture of Indonesia, 
for example intellectual property  right to each culture 
so the culture will not stay of another country. 8 
 
 
Student’s initiation –accepting feeling 
Meli : Deswita I want to answer your question. It means the 
local government concern about the people, he didn’t 
want to increase the fuel price will definitely make the 
price of basic needs increase and make poor people in 
Indonesia.9  
Teacher : Add poor people ya.1  
 
Student’s response – accepting feeling 
All students in class: Museum hahaha… (laughing because the 
pronunciation) 9 
Siska : Yes, museum.8  
Teacher : Yes, that’s right.1  
 
Asking question –silence 
 
Teacher : And the last question from Deswita.4 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
Teacher : what is your opinion?4 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
 
Praising or encouraging –silence 
 
Teacher : One more, who wants to ask? Come on? No one? 
Okay may be two first ya, and may be if you have 
question you can raise your hand, ya. 2 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
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Accepting or using student’s idea –student’s response 
 
Teacher : Increasing of fuel price is only game from 
government, do you think like that?3 
Ika : Yes.8 
Lecturing – student’s response 
 
Teacher : Yah, maybe I can add the answer, a…ya why did it 
happen like reog ponorogo claimed as Malaysian 
culture. May be one thing is we don’t love our culture 
and may be because of government what is it? Not 
appreciate about culture. They don’t think maybe one 
day there is or there are countries that do not pay our 
heritage, our country. The solution is we have prove 
first to the world that it is our culture, may be by 
showing, by what is it? By doing the showbiz may be 
ya to other countries. And more one thing, do you 
know about patens right?  5 
All students in class : (silent) 8  
 
Accepting feeling or using student’s idea –silence 
 
Teacher : Ya, if our culture is claimed by other countries what 
should we do? First blaa blaa blaa, first blaa blla blaa, 
may be you can use the points.3  
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
 
3) Post Activity 
Similar to the first meeting, the main activity in post 
activity was about asking the students’ feeling about the activity. 
Most of the students gave positive response. They felt enjoy and 
interested about the activity. In addition, the teacher gave suggestion 
for the next performance before the meeting was closed. From the 
transcription of the interaction the patterns of the TT and ST that 
occurred in post activity was praising or encouragingstudent’s 
response. The example of the patterns can be seen in the following 
example. 
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e.g. 
Praising or encouragingstudents response 
Teacher : Can you enjoy?2  
All students in class: Yes enjoy.8  
Teacher : Do you think that this activity…what is it…will 
arouse your capability of speaking?2  
All students in class: Yes. 8 
 
Table 4.1.1 Patterns of the Teacher Talk and Student Talk inFemale Class 
 Patterns Flanders Interaction Analysis 
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T-Ss 
(Teacher-
Students) 
1. Asking question-students’ response 
 Teacher : Ok, today is for your 
presentation about hortatory text .today we 
will have three groups and there rest is for 
next Saturday. Are you ready for the 
presentation?  
Students : Yes 
 Teacher : How many questions are 
there?  
Group  : Three (showing three fingers) 
2. Asking question-silence or confusion 
 Teacher :  Okay any other question 
that you will answer? 
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
 Teacher : what is your opinion?4 
 
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
3. Praising or encouraging-silence or confusion 
 Teacher : How about the other? 
Come on. No one else? I think it is interesting 
topic to discuss.  
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
 Teacher : Any other arguments?(ask to 
group) Are you satisfied with this zulfa? 
(Look at Zulfa) May be you want to ask 
more, if you want to ask more come on please 
we still have much time. 
Zulfa  : (Silent) 
4. Lecturing-student’s response 
 Teacher : That is the meaning of 
bad culture because they don’t give same 
punishment or same way for big corruptor, 
ya. So that’s why we can say that corruption 
is bad culture, because  it is not good for the 
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next generation if they see about the 
corruption every day, they will think that 
corruption is okay. No problem with 
corruption, so why don’t we do that. Ya. You 
see the impact of corruption. What do you 
think about the impact of corruption? May be 
like what Ika said before that the effect is 
poorness ya poorness, so may be next time we 
will not see the development of our country 
because of corruption. Is that what you 
mean?(ask to group)  
Ika : Yes. 
 Teacher  : Because you usually do in the 
test, right?  
Students : Yes..little, little. 
 
5. Accepting or using idea of student-silence or 
confusion 
 Teacher : So in other world the 
rules train the hacker. Do you mean like that? 
(ask to Restu) 
Restu  : Yes, try…(pauses)  Iya jadi 
di..di..( wave her hand) 
 Teacher  : Oh ya, do you think cheating 
is the first way of corruption? What do you 
think?(look at the group) do you agree or 
what? So most of the students are corruptors, 
yeah? 
Students : Ha…ha…ha…(laughing) 
6. Praising or encouraging-students’ response 
 Teacher : Any other question? May 
be Miftah do you want to ask something?  
Mifta  : (shake her hand left 
and right) 
 Teacher : No. Deswita do you want 
ask question for the group? 
Deswita : Mau nanya bentar. 
 
T-S 
(Teacher-Student) 
1. Asking question-student’s response 
 Teacher : You answer question for?  
Ika  : Destia and Linda 
 Teacher  : What do you think? Are you 
satisfied? 
Deswita : Yes 
2. Praising or encouraging-student’s response 
 Teacher  : I think it is interesting topic. 
Ayo Adrian!  
Novia : I think yes, because corruption is 
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manipulation activities that are not 
right.(pause and touch her head and look at 
her friend and smile) 
 Teacher  : Any other question? May be 
Miftah do you want to ask something? 
Mifta  : (shake her hand left and 
right) 
3. Praising or encouraging-student’s initiation 
 Teacher : We have to talk each 
other whatever or where ever you said I will 
give more point for you. Right, go on.  
(A girl raise their hands)  
Adriana : Yes, Desti. 
            (A girl stands up) 
 Teacher : Eka.2  
Eka  : Why some people interest to 
be hacker if the hacker is not paid?  
 
4. Giving direction-student’s initiation 
 Teacher : Okay. (Wave her hand) 
Adriana : Okay, thanks for your 
attention wasslm wr. Wb 
 Teacher : Okay listen please, you want 
to answer for? 
Ulfa  : Okay, I want to answer 
Dewi’s question 
5. Criticizing or justifying authority-student’s 
response 
 Ana : Our agree with it 
Teacher :  We. 
Ana : (look at the teacher) we, because 
they get money from their job because their 
job is not easy and need brilliant skill. 
 Eka  : Apa pendapatmu… 
Teacher :  Say in English please! 
6. Accepting or using idea of student-student’s 
response 
 Teacher : So in other world the 
rules train the hacker. Do you mean like that? 
(ask to Restu) 
Restu  : Yes, try…(pauses)  Iya jadi 
di..di..( wave her hand) 
 Teacher : Means that you don’t agree 
with demonstration? 
Meli  : Yes 
S-Ss 
Student-
1. Student’s initiation-silence or confusion 
 Chairman : Let’s pray together, start.  
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Students (Students pray) 
 Ika : In your opinion, increasing a fuel 
price is the game of government? 
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
2. Student’s initiation-students’ initiation 
 Chairman        : finish. Give greeting to our 
teacher 
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 
 Meli : Destia, from it will spend a lot of 
money to buy fuel which increase but their 
salary doesn’t increase and it is can 
makes…apa? 
Arwinda  : It makes many people in 
Indonesia poor, like that in our group, 
and…and… 
3. Student’s initiation-students’ response 
 Arwinda : Are you satisfied?9 
Ika  : (silent, and looks want to ask) 
 Destia  : you say that before the government 
should increase the fuel price. Right? But I 
don’t agree. Apa? 
Students : ngga tau he hehe 
S-S 
Student-Student) 
1. Student’s initiation-student’s initiation 
 Agustin : And this is our 
presentation…Thesis Indonesia has many 
cultures that we must maintain and preserve. 
And has been beneficial if we preserve. 
Okti : Argument, firstly now many people 
who don’t know about culture of Indonesia. 
Because of world globalization area can cause 
the culture of Indonesian schoolist and has 
replaced by other culture.  
 Faizah : Vivi, I will answer, the fuel price in 
our country will increase as same as the 
international fuel oil price (low voice) 
Arwinda : (touch Faizah), kerasin! 
2. Student’s initiation-student’s response 
 Veri  : How to protect the child? 
Listi  : Protect what? 
 Siska  : And how about it? Is it 
corruption? 
Listi : Corruption? Ya, we not be a liar, we 
think yes, because it is like taking something 
without permission. 
 
S-T 
(Student-Teacher) 
1. Student’s initiation-accepting or using idea of 
student 
 Endang : When the other countries 
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claim our culture what should we do? 9 
Teacher : when the other countries 
claim our culture what should we do? Ya, ok. 
 Siska  : And how about it? Is it 
corruption? 
Listi : Corruption? Ya, we not be a liar, we 
think yes, because it is like taking something 
without permission. 
2. Student’s initiation-lecturing 
 Siska : So in Malaysian people know about 
the culture, in Malaysian opinion reog is our 
culture, in Indonesian say reog is our culture 
like that, long –long ago they are one rumpun 
like that. So the culture there is Malaysia and 
Indonesia. 
Teacher : Yah, maybe I can add the 
answer, a…ya why did it happen like reog 
ponorogo claimed as Malaysian culture. May 
be one thing is we don’t love our culture and 
may be because of government what is it? 
Not appreciate about culture. They don’t 
think maybe one day there is or there are 
countries that do not pay our heritage, our 
country. The solution is we have prove first to 
the world that it is our culture, may be by 
showing, by what is it? By doing the showbiz 
may be ya to other countries. And more one 
thing, do you know about patens right?  5 
 
3. Student’s response-accepting feeling 
 All students in class: Museum hahaha… 
(laughing because the pronunciation) 
Siska : Yes, museum. 
Teacher : Yes, that’s right. 
4. Student’s response-criticizing or justifying 
authority 
 Silvia : Thirdly many tourists come to 
Indonesia to be foreign exchange because 
Indonesia has many culture such as ethnic, 
traditional dance, heritage, tourism and etc. 
That makes tourist happy to visit to Indonesia 
and recommendation, one, Indonesia should 
be proud of the culture we have, we must 
keep the culture, for example.  
Teacher : Culture. (corrects the 
pronunciation)  
Silvia : Culture, for example we must keep 
schooling inside, many visitors more interest 
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if it increases the number exchange in 
Indonesia and the government must maintain 
to be handle the heritage culture of Indonesia, 
for example intellectual property  right to 
each culture so the culture will not stay of 
another country. 
 
5. Student’s initiation-criticizing or justifying 
authority 
 Okti           : Argument, firstly now 
many people who don’t know about culture of 
Indonesia. Because of world globalization 
area can cause the culture of Indonesian 
schoolist and has replaced by other culture. 
Teacher : Culture (corrects the 
pronunciation) 
6. Student’s initiation-giving direction 
 Teacher : pay attention the other! 
Tok..tok..(Knock the table) 
Vivi : My name is Vivi Dewangka, I will 
ask, as we know that government can increase 
the fuel price of our country. What is the 
impact for our economic country? One, and 
second, what do you think what will happen 
next, constant increase or not? 
 
7. Student’s initiation-accepting feeling 
 Meli : Deswita I want to answer your 
question. It means the local government 
concern about the people, he didn’t want to 
increase the fuel price will definitely make 
the price of basic needs increase and make 
poor people in Indonesia. 
Teacher : Add poor people ya 
Ss-T 
(Students-
Teacher) 
1. Students’ response-lecturing 
 All students in class : paten…! 
Teacher : Ya, by having patens right we 
can claim actually that culture is mine is ours. 
Okay Endang are you satisfied with it? 
 
 
 
2. Patterns of Teacher Talk and Student Talk in Male Class 
 
The patterns of teacher talk and student talk in male class was seen 
from the first and second meeting of English classroom interaction in this 
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class. As same as female class, the patterns of TT and ST were determined 
by using patterns suggested by Van Lier and FIAC specifically. The patterns 
of TT and ST were seen from the pre activity, while activity and post 
activity.  
a. First Meeting 
1) Pre Activity  
In the pre activity, the main activity that occurred in the 
interaction of male class was about praying, greeting, checking 
students’ attendance and also the direction from the teacher for the 
group who wanted to do presentation and discussion. Different from 
female class, the teacher in male class should encourage the students 
to perform. It was caused by the students that did not ready yet to 
perform. From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the 
TT and ST that occurred in pre activity were students’ initiation –
silence, asking question – student response, giving direction –
students initiation, and praising or encouraging –students initiation. 
The example of the patterns can be seen in the following example. 
e.g. 
Students’ initiation –silence 
Chairman : let’s pray together, start.  9 
(students pray)10 
Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : Finish. Give greeting to our teacher.9  
All students in class : Assalamu’alaikum wr. wb. 9 
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Asking question – student response 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb. Good afternoon class. 
Are you okay today? 4 
All students in class  : Yes.8  
Teacher : Ok before we do our lesson today. Who is absent today? 4 
All students in class  : Doni?8  
Teacher : Why?Sick?4  
All students in class  : Sick 8 
 
Giving direction –students initiation 
Teacher : Two. Ok just two groups? Ya.Ok, ya I have inform 
you before that all the member of the group should try 
to speak or to discuss about what you are going to 
discuss or about the material. Please I would like to 
call you the first group with the member Danang 
Prasetyo, and then Priangga, Mukti Firdaus, 
Tripatudin and PahDidik. Okay, the time for your 
group, the first group please. Come, please! The first 
group, please! 6 
All students in class  : Ada yang ngga berangkat.9 
 
Praising or encouraging –students initiation 
Teacher : Ok Danang Prasetyo. 2 
All students in class  : Ayo…! 9  
 
2) Activity 
Since the teaching learning process in female class and male 
class used one lesson plan, the main activity that was done by 
students in male class in activity was same with female class. The 
activities consisted of group presentation and question answer from 
students. In this case, the teacher motivated the class to be active. 
The teacher had to point each group to talk and give opinion or 
question. The teacher also did not dominate the talk time, since the 
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purpose of the lesson was to encourage the students’ speaking ability 
in classroom interaction.  
As same as female class, the teacher only talked when the 
students faced some problems or difficulties in discussion. She also 
helped the students to make the question or answer clearer by using 
students’ idea or giving her own opinion. She also helped the 
students to make the topic being discussed can be understand. She 
helped students by clarifying the answer and question in question 
and answer section. She also asked the group who presented the 
material to ask about the satisfaction of the group’s presentation 
answer to the questioner.  
From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the 
TT and ST that occurred in while activity were giving direction –
students response, giving direction –students initiation, giving 
direction –silence, student’s initiation –students response, student’s 
initiation –students initiation, praising or encouraging –students 
initiation, student’s initiation – accepting or using students idea, 
accepting or using students idea  – students initiation , accepting or 
using student’s idea –students response, asking question –students 
response, students initiation – criticizing or justifying authority, 
lecturing – students initiation, accepting or using students idea –
silence, student’s response –accepting feelingand criticizing or 
justifying authority –students initiation. The example of the patterns 
can be seen in the following example. 
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e.g. 
Giving direction –students response 
Teacher : Yak. Ok please pay attention to all the member of 
the group, and then make question to ask something 
that you don’t understand or maybe you don’t know 
about the material. Do you understand what I mean? 
6 
All students in class  : Yes…!! 8 
 
 
Giving direction –students initiation 
Teacher  : Make a question. Ok time is yours. 6 
Danang  : Good afternoon my friend.  9 
Giving direction –silence. 
Teacher : ok the next question.(shake her head). Who will 
answer the next question? From Urfina or from 
Elva?6 
(students in group discuss and still confuse with the answer)10 
Teacher : okay the question from urfina or from Elva?6  
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
 
Student’s initiation –student’s response 
Danang : Thank you for attention wassalamu’alaikum 
wr wb9  
All students in class : Wa’alaikumsalam wr wb. (Prok prok prok 
students’ applause) 8 
Student’s initiation –student’s initiation 
Didik : Lastly, raising the nationality is one that culture can 
give for the nation. Government should give the place 
to promote the culture from every province. 9  
Mukti : Cultural differences are something a sensitive matter 
for the people. Indonesian people must stated the 
young generation about the importance of cultural 
identity and nationalist to promote unity of the 
nation9  
Praising or encouraging –students initiation  
Teacher : Yak second group2  
Saiful  : Why Indonesia represents different country?9  
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Student’s initiation – accepting or using students idea 
Arda : Please give the example of foreign culture that 
enters to Indonesia! 9 
Teacher : Do you understand Danang? Please give example of 
foreign culture that enters to Indonesia! 3 
Accepting or using students idea  – students initiation  
Teacher : Do you understand Danang? Please give example of 
foreign culture that enters to Indonesia! 3 
Danang  : Foreign culture, bu?9  
Accepting or using student’s idea –students response 
 
Tri  : Batik. 9  
Teacher : Example of Indonesian culture that introduce to 
international. Okay batik I think. (Teacher still waits 
for another answer but the group can’t give another 
example) Okay Irvan? 3 
Irvan  : yes (nodes) 8 
 
Asking question –students response 
Teacher : okay Mulya?  It is what you mean.  4 
Saiful : ya, finish. 8 
Students initiation – criticizing or justifying authority 
 
Saiful : Why Indonesia represent different country? Yang 
artinya mengapa Indonesia mempunyai banyak 
kebudayaan?9  
Teacher : Culture not country. 7 
Lecturing – students initiation 
Teacher : like culture from Korea5  
Didik : Irvan, give us example of foreign culture that end in 
Indonesia!  9 
Criticizing or justifying authority –students initiation 
Teacher : foreign culture, foreign culture! 7 
Eko : budaya luar 9 
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Student’s response –accepting feeling 
 
Saiful : yes.8  
Teacher : yes?(smile) 1 
Accepting or using students idea –silence 
 
Eko : budaya luar 9 
Teacher : budaya luar yang masuk ke Indonesia contohnya apa? 3 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
3) Post Activity 
In the post activity, the main activity that was done by 
teacher was giving suggestion for the next performance of the 
students. Furthermore, the teacher also gave evaluation for the 
students’ participation. The teacher also motivated the students to be 
better in the next meeting. From the transcription of the interaction 
the patterns of the TT and ST that occurred in post activity were 
giving direction –students response, praising or 
encouragingstudent’s response,  student’s initiation silence, 
student’s initiation – accept feeling,asking question –student’s 
response, student’s initiation –students’ initiation and accepting 
feeling –students’ response. The example of the patterns can be seen 
in the following example. 
e.g. 
Giving direction –students response 
Teacher : yak three, but it is better for all groups to be ready 
tomorrow, the rest of the group. So there are still four 
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groups I would like all of the group be ready 
tomorrow. Do you understand? 6 
All students in class : yes 8 
Praising or encouragingstudent’s response 
Teacher : okay I think it is enough for today the discussion 
about hortatory exposition today. I hope tomorrow 
will be better ya.2  
All students in class : yes mom. 8  
Student’s initiation silence 
Chairman : ok friend let’s pray together. Start ! 9 
(students pray)10  
Students initiation accept feeling 
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 9 
Teacher : wa’alaikumsalam wr. Wb.  Good bye students1  
 
Asking question –student’s response 
 
Teacher : which group yak, urfina’s group ready to perform 
your material today? 4 
Eko  : not yet. 8 
Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : finish. Give greeting to the teacher9  
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 9 
Accepting feeling –students’ response 
 
Teacher : wa’alaikumsalam wr. Wb Good bye students1  
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All students in class : good bye Ma’am.8  
b. Second Meeting 
1) Pre Activity  
As same as in the first meeting, the main activity that 
occurred in pre activity was about praying, greeting, checking 
students’ attendance and also the direction from the teacher for the 
group who wanted to do presentation and discussion. Similar to the 
first meeting the teacher in male class should encourage the students 
to perform. It was caused by the students that did not ready yet to 
perform. The same problem happened in the second meeting. The 
students forgot to bring the text that should be given to other groups. 
So the teacher asked other group who has been ready to present the 
hortatory exposition text.  
From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the 
TT and ST that occurred in pre activity were students’ initiation –
silence, student’s initiation –students’ initiation, asking question – 
student’s response, giving direction –student’s initiation and praising 
or encouraging –students initiation.The example of the patterns can 
be seen in the following example. 
 
e.g. 
Students’ initiation –silence 
Chairman : let’s pray together, start.  9 
(students pray)10 
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Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : finish. Give greeting to the teacher9  
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. wb.9  
Asking question – student’s response 
Teacher : wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb. Good afternoon class. Are 
you okay today?4  
All students in class  : yes.8  
Teacher : ok before we do our lesson today. Who is absent today?4 
 
All students in class  : no mam. 8 
Teacher : ok today we will continue our discussion. Which 
group will perform?4  
All students in class : (silent)8  
 
Giving direction –student’s initiation 
Teacher : silakan duduk siapkan dulu! (Speak to the fourth 
group)6 
Angger : Aksa mana?9  
Eko : Soni (touch his friend to come in front of the class). 9 
 
Praising or encouraging –student’s initiation 
Teacher : yak silakan Angger!  2 
Angger : Aksa mana?9  
2) Activity 
As same as the first meeting, in the while activity the main 
activity that was done by students was group presentation and 
question answer from students. In this case, the teacher motivated 
the class to be active. The teacher also reminded the group to give 
the text to other groups. Although there was some problems that 
spent the time, but from the interaction the students still dominated 
the English classroom interaction in the second meeting.  
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The teacher only talked when the students faced some 
problems or difficulties in discussion. She also helped the students to 
make the question or answer clearer by using students’ idea or giving 
her own opinion. She also helped the students to make the topic 
being discussed can be understand. She helped students by clarifying 
the answer and question in question and answer section. She also 
asked the group who presented the material to ask about the 
satisfaction of the group’s presentation answer to the questioner.  
From the transcription of the interaction the patterns of the 
TT and ST that occurred in while activity weregiving direction –
students response, giving direction –students initiation, giving 
direction –silence., accepting or using student’s idea – silence, 
student’s initiation –student’s initiation, praising or encouraging –
student’s initiation , student’s initiation – accepting or using 
student’s idea, accepting or using students idea  – students initiation , 
asking question –students response, students initiation – criticizing 
or justifying authority, lecturing – students initiation, criticizing or 
justifying authority –students initiation, student’s response –
accepting feeling, accepting or using student’s idea –students 
response and student’s initiation –students response. The example of 
the patterns can be seen in the following example. 
e.g. 
Giving direction –students response 
Teacher : repeat your question!6  
Didik : is drugs has good impact? What is that? 8 
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Giving direction –students initiation 
Teacher : ok give the material for the groups!  6 
Eko : assalamu’alaikum wr wb 9  
 
Giving direction –silence. 
Teacher : okay stop first and then answer the question! 6 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
 
Student’s initiation –students response 
Irvan : what’s the consequence nation using drug in long 
time?9  
Eko : what’s the consequence of??(Writing the question and 
ask to the girl) 8 
Student’s initiation –student’s initiation 
Eko : and the last. 9 
Fahmi : what is the youth above the drugs? 9 
Praising or encouraging –student’s initiation  
Teacher : second group? Yak. 2  
Reza : why reading is important in our live?9  
Student’s initiation – accepting or using student’s idea 
All students in class : berdiri Feb!9  
Teacher : ok stand up please!3  
Accepting or using students idea – students initiation  
Teacher :  what should we do to make someone want to read or like 
to read?3  
Anggra : we must give…a…(still thinking) 9 
Asking question –students response 
Teacher : have you given your material to other group? 4 
Prastio : Ketinggalan bu.8  
Students initiation – criticizing or justifying authority 
Febri : hahaha why do i say do9  
Teacher : say so!7  
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Lecturing – students initiation 
Teacher : maybe at first we give little child with an interesting 
type of the reading text maybe another way to make 
someone like to read? 5 
All students in class: internet. 9 
Criticizing or justifying authority –students initiation 
Teacher   : abuse, koabove7  
All students in class : abuse…ha ha ha ha 9 
Student’s response –accepting feeling 
Syah  : Di laptop ada (the boys come to the chair to check 
the material in the laptop)8  
Teacher  : up to you. 1 
Accepting or using student’s idea –students response 
 
Teacher : by internet what do you mean by internet, reading by 
internet? Reading by internet is interesting than 
reading the book do you think so?3  
All students in class : no8  
Accepting or using student’s idea – silence 
 
Prastio  : how to make student fun of reading?9  
Teacher : how to make student fun of reading? Become fun of 
reading. Yakbagaimana membuat orang gemar 
membaca? 3 
(Students in group discuss the answer)10 
3) Post Activity 
In the post activity, the main activity that was done by 
teacher was giving suggestion for the next performance of the 
students. In addition, the teacher gave evaluation for the students’ 
participation. The teacher also motivated the students to be better in 
the next performance. From the transcription of the interaction the 
patterns of the TT and ST that occurred in post activity were giving 
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direction –students response, praising or encouragingstudent’s 
response, student’s initiation silence, students initiation accept 
feeling, asking question –student’s response, student’s initiation –
students’ initiation, and accepting feeling –students’ response.The 
example of the patterns can be seen in the following example. 
e.g. 
Giving direction –students response 
Teacher : yak I think it is enough for the performance today. 
Yak the group that have performed today were still 
same with the previous group. The members of the 
group still didn’t understand the material well, so you 
need to discuss in long time to answer the question. 
But you have given the paper for each group so it 
makes many questions to ask. In the next chance you 
have to prepare well if you want to perform in front of 
the class. Read, understand and comprehend first 
about the content of the material will be 
performed.don’t forget to bring the paper that should 
be divided to the other groups. Do you understand 
class? 6 
All students in class : Yes,,, ma’am.8  
 
Praising or encouragingstudent’s response 
Teacher : okay I think it is enough for the discussion about 
hortatory exposition today. I hope the last group will 
be better than the previous groups. Okay?2  
All students in class : yes ma’am.  8 
Student’s initiation silence 
Chairman : ok friend let’s pray together. Start ! 9 
(students pray)10  
Students initiation accept feeling 
 
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 9 
Teacher : wa’alaikumsalam wr. Wb.  Good bye students1  
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Asking question –student’s response 
 
Teacher : So there is still one group? 4 
All students in class : yes…!  8 
 
Student’s initiation –students’ initiation 
 
Chairman : finish. Give greeting to the teacher9  
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 9 
Accepting feeling –students’ response 
 
Teacher : wa’alaikumsalam wr. Wb Good bye students1  
All students in class : good bye Ma’am.8  
Table 4.1.2 Patterns of the Teacher Talk and Student Talk in Male Class 
 Patterns Flanders Interaction Analysis 
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T-Ss 
(Teacher-
Students) 
7. Asking question-students’ response 
 Students  : Assalamu’alaikum wr. wb. 
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam wr. wb. 
Good afternoon class. Are you okay today? 
 Teacher : okay Mulya?  It is what you 
mean.  
Saiful              : ya, finis 
 Teacher : have you given your 
material to other group? 
Prastio : Ketinggalan bu. 
8. Asking question-silence or confusion 
 Teacher : Are you ready to have 
discuss your material today, Danang 
Budiman? Are you ready? 
Danang : (silent) 
 Teacher : Didik will answer the second 
question? 
Didik  : (nodes) 
 Teacher :OkayTri, are you satisfied 
with the answer? 
      Tri  :(silent) 
 
9. Praising or encouraging-silence or confusion 
 Teacher : Ok the name of the title. 
 
(Students in group discuss because they 
confuse) 
 Teacher :Mulya? 
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i 
s 
Mulya  :(Smile and shake his head) 
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
10. Lecturing-student’s response 
 Teacher :  interesting material maybe, 
what else? 
Anggra : mmm…(he still confused 
with the answer) 
 Teacher : I think your time will be 
spent for watching TV than learning. 
Mukti  : yes 
11. Accepting or using idea of student-silence or 
confusion 
 Teacher : budaya luar yang masuk ke 
indonesia contohnya apa? 
(Students in group discuss the answer) 
 Teacher : how to make student fun of 
reading? Become fun of reading. Yak 
bagaimana membuat orang gemar membaca? 
(Students in group discuss the answe) 
12. Praising or encouraging-students’ response 
 Teacher : okay I think it is enough for 
the discussion about hortatory exposition 
today. I hope the last group will be better than 
the previous groups. Okay? 
Students : yes ma’am.  
 Teacher : Okay come on please make a 
question about the material having given from 
the first group about Indonesian people 
should value all the different culture to 
promote unity of the nation. 
Students : (Silent) 
 Teacher : yak I think once more group 
is ok. Yak. Ok next group is ready to perform 
your material today? 
      Students : no…! 
 
T-S 
(Teacher-Student) 
7. Asking question-student’s response 
 Teacher : which group yak, Eko’s 
group ready to perform your material today? 
Eko  : not yet 
 Teacher : fahmi which group? 
Fahmi  : belum siap bu 
 Teacher : do you understand about his 
question? (ask to Eko). 
Eko  :(silent and smiles because she 
confuse with the question) 
8. Praising or encouraging-student’s response 
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 Teacher :Mulya? 
Mulya  :(Smile and shake his head) 
 Teacher :Does watching TV make 
student lazy to study. If your answer is yes 
give the explanation. Okay may be febrian? 
Febrian  :(Smile) 
9. Praising or encouraging-student’s initiation 
 Teacher : we have still more than 
twenty five minutes. 
Anggra : kelambatan jamnya 
 Teacher : ditambahin saran jadi 
hortatory (the Teacher give suggestion to 
fahmi’s group who confused because of the 
text is not hortatory) 
Eko: okay it will be answered by Oktavian. 
10. Giving direction-student’s initiation 
 Teacher : the next question. 
Denis : I will answer the question from 
Noval. Causes of crime in town may be 
economic stabilizing and may be unemployed 
people. 
 Teacher : moderatornya ngomong. 
Sahid  : okay do you understand? 
11. Criticizing or justifying authority-student’s 
response 
 Teacher   : foreign culture foreignculture 
Eko                : budaya luar 
 Teacher : Culture (Teacher corrects 
Danang’s pronunciation) 
Danang : Culture before the following 
nation. 
12. Accepting or using idea of student-student’s 
response 
 Teacher : by internet what do you mean 
by internet, reading by internet? Reading by 
internet is interesting than reading the book 
do you think so? 
All students in class : no 
 Teacher : Example of Indonesian 
culture that introduce to international. Okay 
batik I think. (Teacher still waits for anothis 
answer but the group can’t give anothis 
example) Okay Irvan? 
Irvan  : yes (nodes) 
 
S-Ss 4. Student’s initiation-silence or confusion 
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Student-
Students 
 Chairman : ok friend let’s pray together. 
Start ! 
(students pray) 
 Eko  : The variousity of the culture 
in Indonesia? 
           (Students in group discuss the answer) 
 
5. Student’s initiation-students’ initiation 
 Chairman : finish. Give greeting to the 
teacher 
All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. Wb 
 Noval : Hi friend. We’re second group. Ok 
firstly we want to introduce our group, I’m 
Noval Liza as the moderator 
Nanda  : My name;sNanda Saputra 
 
6. Student’s initiation-students’ response 
 Irvan : what’s the consequence 
nation using drug in long time? 
Eko : what’s the consequence 
of??(Writing the question and ask to the girl) 
 Prastio : Mentioning some was,(pauses 
waiting for tge group to write the question) 
which can be…was which can be done… 
Noval  : Apa Tio.. done? 
 
S-S 
Student-Student) 
3. Student’s initiation-student’s initiation 
 Eko             :            and the last. 
Fahmi             : what is the youth above the 
drugs? 
 Nanda  : Pelan pelan 
Ihda: Can you give me example about 
teDidiksion program that can educate 
children? (reading with pauses) 
 
4. Student’s initiation-student’s response 
 Irvan : what’s the consequence nation using 
drug in long time? 
Eko : what’s the consequence of??(Writing 
the question and ask to the girl) 
 Febri : I will to answer Arda’s question. 
What is the bad impact from watching TV? 
The negative impact, it make us forget time to 
work and learn and will make the children 
lazy to study. 
Arda  : yes. 
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S-T 
(Student-Teacher) 
8. Student’s initiation-accepting or using idea of 
student 
 Prastio  : how to make student fun of 
reading? 
Teacher : how to make student fun of 
reading? Become fun of reading. 
Yakbagaimana membuat orang gemar 
membaca? (Students in group discuss) 
9. Student’s initiation-lecturing 
 Teacher : maybe at first we give little 
child with an interesting type of the reading 
text maybe another way to make someone 
like to read? 
All students in class: internet. 
 Teacher : okay, I think it will be 
difficult to know something without reading. 
So, as students you have to make reading 
become interesting thing, take for example 
you can start by reading a book that you like, 
or books that contain a lot of pictures likes 
what Eko said. Right? 
Students : yes Ma’am. 
 
10. Student’s response-accepting feeling 
 Syah  : Di laptop ada (the boys come 
to the chair to check the material in the 
laptop) 
Teacher  : up to you. 
 Saiful  : yes. 
Teacher : yes?(smile) 
 
11. Student’s response-criticizing or justifying 
authority 
 Saiful : Why Indonesia represent different 
country? Yang artinya mengapa Indonesia 
mempunyai banyak kebudayaan? 
Teacher : Culture not country 
 Didik : I answer question from Arda (Didik 
take paper from Danang). Give us example of 
foreign culture that enters to Indonesia! Batak 
culture, java culture. 
Teacher : foreign culture, foreign 
culture! 
12. Student’s initiation-criticizing or justifying 
authority 
 Teacher : foreign culture, foreign 
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culture! 
Eko : budaya luar 
 Teacher : that enters! 
Didik  : example boy band, boy band, 
punk, 
 
13. Student’s initiation-giving direction 
 Teacher : repeat your question! 
Didik : is drugs has good impact? What is 
that? 
 Teacher :Ok Nanda once more your 
answer. 
Nanda  : Because the children can 
forget the homework. 
14. Student’s initiation-accepting feeling 
 All students in class : assalamu’alaikum wr. 
Wb 
Teacher              : wa’alaikumsalam wr. 
Wb.  Good bye students 
 Students  : Ada yang ngga berangkat. 
Teacher : No matter. Nggak masalah. 
Ss-T 
(Students-
Teacher) 
2. Students’ response-lecturing 
 Teacher :  interesting material maybe, 
what else? 
Anggra : mmm…(he still confused 
with the answer 
Teacher : okay, I think it will be difficult to 
know something without reading. So, 
as students you have to make reading 
become interesting thing, take for 
example you can start by reading a 
book that you like, or books that 
contain a lot of pictures likes what 
Eko said. Right?5  
Students : yes Ma’am 
 
From the findings, the researchers found differences interaction in 
each class, such as : 
1) The Difference of the Interaction 
a) Data Tabulation  
Based on the procedure of FIAC, the data that has been 
encoded should enter in decoding process. In decoding process the 
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data that has been encoded should be tabulated in a matrix. From 
the data that had been tabulated in the matrix, it could describe: 1) 
the proportion of teacher talk, student talk, and silence or 
confusion, 2) the ratio between indirect influence and direct 
influence, 3) the ratio between positive reinforcement and negative 
reinforcement and 4) student’s participation ratio. 
The proportion of tallies in columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 
columns 8, 9 and column 10 to the total tallies indicated how much 
the teacher talks, the student talks and the time spent in silence or 
confusion. 
The sum of column 1,2,3,4, divided by the sum of columns 
5, 6, 7 gave the ratio of direct or indirect. If the ratio is 1 or more 
than 1, the teacher is said to be indirect in his behavior. This ratio, 
therefore, shows whether a teacher is more direct or indirect in his 
teaching. 
The sum of column 1, 2, 3 is to be divided by the sum of 
the columns 6, 7 gave the ratio between positive reinforcement and 
negative reinforcement. If the ratio is more than 1 then the teacher 
is said to be good. The sum of columns 8 and 9 is to be divided by 
total sum revealed how much the students have participated in the 
teaching –learning process. 
The tabulation of the data from the first and second meeting 
in each class can be seen in the table 4.1.3a for female classand 
table 4.1.3b for male class. 
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Table 4.1.3a Data Tabulation of the Meeting in Female Class 
 
Categories  1st M e E t I N G Female    2nd M e E t i n G Female    
Number  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total     % 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total     % 
1. Accepts 
feeling                                       
        4 7 2 13  3,48         5  5  1,47  
2. Praises or 
encourages                            
  1    1  12 8 3 25  6,70        4 8 1 13  3,82  
3. Accepts or 
uses ideas 
of students             
TT        10 5 2 17  4,55     1   6 2 2 11  3,23  
4. Asks 
questions                                        
        27  1 28  7,50        10 5 2 17  5,00           
5. Lecturing         1    7   8  2,14        5 2 1 8  2,35          
6. Giving 
directions                                   
        6 7  13  3,48        2 12 4 18  5,29           
7. Criticizing 
or justifying 
authority       
        11 2 1 14  3,75        4 1  5  1,47  
8. Student –
talk 
response                               
 
 
ST
9 14 6 16 6 7 6 2 28 10 104 27, 
88 
2 7 1 9 2 10 1 3 43 3 81  
23,82  
9. Student –
talk 
Initiation                              
 4 3 11 10 2 4 8 25 55 5 127  
34,04 
4 4 9 5 5 7 4 47 68 8 161  
47,35  
10. Silence or 
confusion                              
  7  1  1   15  24  6,43  2  3  1   15  21  6,17  
Total  13 25 17 28 8 13 14 104 127 24 373  100 5 13 11 17 8 18 5 81 161 21 340  100 
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From the first and second meeting, the teacher talk in 
female class was 31, 63 % in the first meeting and 22, 64 % in the 
second meeting. The percentage of student talk in the first meeting 
was 61, 93% of and 71,17 % in the second meeting. Then the 
percentage of silence was 6, 43 % in the first meeting and 6, 17 % 
in the second meeting. From the percentage of teacher talk and 
silence in the first and the second meeting, the percentage of 
teacher talk and silence in femaleclass decreased. On the contrary 
the percentage of student talk in the second meeting was higher 
than in the first meeting.  
From the percentage of TT, ST and Silence in the first and 
second meeting, it might be said that English classroom interaction 
in female class has facilitated to maximize student talk rather than 
teacher talk. It can be seen in classroom interaction that the teacher 
gave many chances for students to speak in the whole activity of 
English classroom interaction.  
Students talk occurred in the interaction whether in pre, 
while and post activity. But it was more dominated in while 
activity when the students did group presentation and question –
answer section. The students gave many initiations in activity. It 
was caused by the activity that focused on presentation of hortatory 
exposition text that has been divided in previous meeting and 
question –answer activity about the material from the students. 
Students’ initiation occurred when they presented the material 
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about hortatory exposition text, gave question or answer, and gave 
initiation to their friend’s behavior such as laughing or shouting. 
For the example when their friend gave answer with pronunciation 
that sounded exaggerated in their hearing, they laughed at their 
friends.  
Teacher talk was lower than student talk because the 
teacher only talked when she managed classroom situation. She 
talked when the meaning of what students said cannot be 
understood. She helped the students by using students’ idea or 
using her own opinion to convey the meaning. It was aimed to 
facilitated student talk to be higher than teacher talk. English 
teacher talk in female classthat occurred in classroom interaction 
included all categories of teacher talk proposed by Flanders.  
In the first meeting, the most dominated category was 
asking question which reached 28 interactions. Then it was 
followed by praises and encouraging which reached 25 
interactions, accepts or uses ideas of students which reached 17 
interactions,  criticizing or justifying authority which reached 14 
interactions,  giving directions and accepts feeling that reached 13 
interactions and lecturing which reached  8 interactions.  
In the second meeting, the most dominated category was 
giving direction which reached 18 interactions. Then it was 
followed by asking question which reached 17 interactions, 
praising and encouraging which reached 13 interactions, accepting 
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or using ideas of studentswhich reached 11 interactions, lecturing 
that reached 8 interactions and the last category was reached by 
two categories. There were accepting feeling and criticizing or 
justifying authority which reached 5 interactions. 
Those seven categories occurred whether in pre, activity, 
and post activity. For the example asking question occurred when 
the teacher ask about students’ condition and asking about how 
many question that was asked by the students.  
Praises and encouraging category happened when the 
teacher encourages the students to give more opinion or comment 
about the material that was presenting. The teacher also helped the 
students by simplifying student’s idea to convey the meaning.  It 
showed that accepts or uses ideas of student happened in the 
teacher talk.  
Another category liked criticizing or justifying authority 
occurred when there was incorrect pronunciation. The teacher 
criticized by saying the correct pronunciation. Category of giving 
directions happened when the teacher gave direction about what 
the students should do in the presentation or question –answer 
section.   
Accepts feeling occurred while the students gave initiation 
or response about another student’s question then the teacher 
accepted the student’s statements by saying “okay”. The last was 
lecturing category that happened when the teacher gave her own 
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opinion or summarized the students’ opinion to make the 
understSaifulng of students clearer.  
Besides teacher talk and student talk there was silence 
which reached 24 interactions in the first meeting and reached 21 
interactions in the second meeting. Silence happened when the 
students discussed in group presentation and the teacher did 
another activity such as writing in her book. It usually happened 
when the students in group presentation discussed the answer of 
the question from other students in different group.  
b) Direct or Indirect Influence in Female Class 
Furthermore, from the ratio of direct or indirect influence 
that resulted 2,3 in the first meeting and 1,2 in the second meeting 
it can be said that the teacher was indirect in her teaching. Indirect 
influence was the influence that was used by the teacher that did 
not affect the students directly. Indirect influence consisted of 
category no 1 – 4 of teacher talk.  
The categories were accepting feeling, praising or 
encouraging, praising or using ideas of students, and asking 
question. These four categories affected the students to be active in 
the classroom interaction but the students did not feel that they 
were commanded to be active. It made students more motivated 
since the students in female classhad had good ability in speaking 
English. The most dominated category of indirect influence that 
was used by the teacher was asking question. Asking question gave 
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effect to guide students to convey what they meant. It made 
students was facilitated to convey their opinion.  
c) Positive or Negative Reinforcement in Female Class 
Besides indirect influence, the English teacher of female 
classin the first and second meeting used more positive 
reinforcement than negative reinforcement. The ratio of positive 
reinforcement in the first and second meeting was 2, 0 and 1,2. 
Although the ratio decreased from 2,0 to 1,2 but the teacher still 
used positive reinforcement in her teaching. It was affected by the 
ability of the students in female classthat had been good in 
speaking English.  
Therefore, the teacher just needed to reinforce them by 
using positive reinforcement. It can be reflected from category no 1 
– 3. There were accepting feeling, praising or encouraging and 
accepting or using idea of students. These three categories included 
in positive reinforcement because when teacher used these 
categories, students were motivated indirectly. It was caused by the 
effects that were resulted from these categories. The students felt 
that their opinion or idea was appreciated by the teacher.  
d) Students’ Participation in Female Class 
In addition, students’ participation of  female classin the 
first and the second meeting increased from 0,61 to 0,71. From 
English classroom interaction transcription offemale class, it can be 
seen that the teacher gave many chances for students to speak in the 
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interaction. The teacher did not dominate the talk time, because she 
only helped the students when they faced difficulties in while 
activities.  
The main activity that was done by female classwas group’s 
presentation and question –answer of the presented material. In this 
case, students had many chances to ask and answer about the 
material being discussed based on their own opinion. The teacher 
helped the students when the answer or the question cannot be 
understood. It was aimed to make students comprehend the 
material well not only in hortatory exposition context but also the 
content of the text itself.   
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e) Table 4.1.3b Data Tabulation of the Meeting in Male Class 
 
Categories  1st M e e t i N g Male     2nd M e e t I N g Male     
Number  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total     % 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total     % 
1. Accepts 
feeling                                       
  1    1  2 2 1 7  2,16         1 2  3  0,91 
2. Praises or 
encourages                            
  1    1  10 11 1 24  7,43       1  1 4  6  1,82  
3. Accepts or 
uses ideas 
of students             
TT  2      5 4 2 13  4, 02   1      3 5 1 10  3,03  
4. Asks 
questions                                        
        22 4  26  8, 04          1      25 3  29  8,81  
5. Lecturing              1  1  0, 29              3 1  4  1,21  
6. Giving 
directions                                   
    1  1  8 20 6 36  11,14     2  1  9 12 2 26  7,90  
7. Criticizing 
or justifying 
authority       
    1    1 4  6  1,85          2  2  0,60  
8. Student –
talk 
response                               
 
 
ST
4 11 3 16  14 1  21 3 72  22,29  2 2 4 18 1 12 1  34 4 78  
23,70  
9. Student –
talk 
Initiation                              
 3 6 10 7  14 5 25 41 6 117  36,22  1 1 5 7 3 9 1 36 89 6 158  
48,02  
10. Silence or 
confusion                              
  3  1 1 5   9 1 20  6,19   1 1 2  3   6  13  3,95 
Total  7 24 13 26 1 36 6 73 117 20 323  100 3 6 10 29 4 26 2 78 158 13 329  100 
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Teacher talk in male class in the first meeting was 34,98 %, 
and 24,31 % in the second meeting. The percentage of student talk 
in the first meeting was 58,51% and 71,73 % in the second 
meeting. Then for silence, the percentage in the first meeting was 6, 
19 % and 3,95% in the second meeting.  
From the first and the second meeting, the percentages of 
teacher talk and silence in male class decreased. On the contrary, 
the percentage of student talk increased from 58,51% to71,73 %. 
As same as female classEnglish classroom interaction in male class 
also has facilitated to maximize student talk rather than teacher 
talk.  
Student talk in male class also occurred in pre, activity and 
post activity as same as female class. The most dominated talk 
occurred in while activity. Since the lesson plan in this research 
was same between female classand male class so the activity that 
was done in these two classes was same. Student talk that occurred 
in male class was dominated by student’s initiation. Students’ 
initiation occurred when they presented the material about 
hortatory exposition text, gave question and answer, and also gave 
initiation to their friend’s behavior. For the example when their 
friend could not convey the meaning of his question, the students 
gave initiation such as laughing at his friend or giving comment 
spontaneously.  
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As same as female class, teacher talk in male class also did 
not dominate the interaction. In male class, the teacher only talked 
when she managed classroom situation. She talked when the 
meaning of what students said cannot be understood. She also gave 
direction to students about what they have to do in presentation or 
question –answer section. For the example, the teacher directed the 
moderator to lead her friend to ask question. She helped the 
students by using students’ idea to convey the meaning. 
Sometimes, when students cannot understand what she meant, she 
also helped by translating into her statement bahasa Indonesia. 
English teacher talk in male class that occurred in classroom 
interaction included all categories of teacher talk proposed by 
Flanders. 
In the first meeting the most dominated category was giving 
directions which reached 36 interactions. Then it was followed by 
asking question which reached 26 interactions, praising or 
encouraging which reached 24 interactions, accepting or using 
ideas of students which reached 13 interactions, accepting feeling 
that reached 7 interactions, criticizing or justifying authoritythat 
reached 6 interactions and the last category which reached 1 
interaction was lecturing.  
In the second meeting, the most dominated category was 
asking question which reached 29 interactions, giving direction 
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which reached 26 interactions, accepting or using ideas of 
studentswhich reached 10 interactions, praising and encouraging 
which reached 6 interactions, lecturing that reached 4 interactions, 
accepting feeling in 3 interactions. Then the last category was 
reached by criticizing or justifying authority which reached 2 
interactions. 
Those seven categories occurred whether in pre, activity, 
and post activity. For the example giving directions occurred when 
the teacher directed the students to repeat their questions. Example 
of asking question category happened when the teacher asked the 
students about what they meant or to help student clarifying what 
their friend meant. Praising or encouraging category occurred when 
the teacher encouraged the students to make question, or pleasing 
the students who wanted to ask question. Accepting or using ideas 
of students can be seen when the teacher repeated student’s opinion 
or idea in question –answer section.  
Then, when the teacher said okay or yes in order to respond 
students’ statement it meant accepting feeling category occurred in 
the interaction. Example of Criticizing or justifying authority 
category can be seen when the teacher corrected student’s 
pronunciation. The last category of teacher talks that occurred in 
male class was lecturing. The example of lecturing can be seen 
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when the teacher gave her own opinion in order to help student to 
answer the questions.  
Besides, teacher talk and student talk there was silence or 
confusion. In the first meeting it reached 20 interactions and 13 
interactions in the second meeting. As same as in female class, 
silence in male class occurred when the students discussed in group 
presentation and the teacher did another activity such as writing in 
her book. It usually happened when the students in group 
presentation discussed the answer of the questions from other 
students in different group. 
f) Direct or Indirect Influence in Male Class 
In addition, the English teacher in male class in the first and 
second meeting also used more indirect influence than direct 
influence in her teaching. It can be seen from the ratio of direct or 
indirect influence that resulted 1,5 in the first meeting and 1,4 in 
the second meeting. Although the ratio of indirect influence 
decreased, it still dominated in English teacher of male class.  
Indirect influence was the influence that was used by the 
teacher that did not affect the students directly. Indirect influence 
consisted of category no 1 – 4 of teacher talk. The categories were 
accepting feeling, praising or encouraging, praising or using ideas 
of students, and asking question. As same as female class the most 
dominated category of indirect influence was asking question. The 
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teacher tried to lead the students to understand the material being 
discussed by asking question. Therefore when the students could 
answer it meant they could understand the material. 
g) Positive or Negative Reinforcement in Male Class 
Besides direct and indirect influence, there were positive 
and negative reinforcement. From the first and second meeting of 
English classroom interaction in male class, the teacher used 
negative reinforcement. The ratio of positive or negative 
reinforcement in the first meeting was 1,0 and 0,6 in the second 
meeting. The agreement was if the ratio more than 1 it could be 
said that the teacher used positive reinforcement than negative 
reinforcement.  
Therefore, from the ratio in the first and second meeting the 
teacher used more negative reinforcement than positive 
reinforcement. Negative reinforcement indicated that the teacher 
used category number 6 and 7. In this case the teacher used giving 
direction category in encouraging students’ participation. It can be 
seen from the interaction.  Some of students had been ready yet to 
present the material, so the teacher had to giving direction to 
encourage the students to be active in the discussion. Although the 
teacher gave more negative reinforcement to students but it can 
increased students participation in the interaction.  
h) Students’ Participation in Male Class 
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Moreover, students’ participation of male class in the first 
and the second meeting increased from 0,58 to 0,72. From English 
classroom interaction transcription of male class, it can be seen that 
the teacher also gave many chances for students to speak in the 
interaction as same as female class. The teacher did not dominate 
the talk time, because she only helped the students when they faced 
difficulties in while activities.  
2) Discussion of the Findings 
a) Patterns of Teacher Talk and Student Talk in Female Class 
Patterns of teacher talk and student talk in this research was 
resulted from the interaction that occurred in the first and second 
meeting. The patterns were seen from pre activity, activity and post 
activity. The interaction between the teacher –students and among 
students that became pattern was the talk occurred in the first and 
second meeting. When the talk only occurred in the first or in the 
second meeting, it did not become pattern.  
(1) Teacher Talk Patterns 
From the first and second meeting, patterns of teacher 
talk in female classin the first and second meeting consisted of 
two patterns T-S and T-Ss. These two patterns had more specific 
pair categories based on FIAC.  
T-S pattern that occurred in female classhad six pair 
categories. They were asking question-student’s response, 
praising or encouraging-student’s response, praising or 
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encouraging-student’s initiation, giving direction-student’s 
initiation, criticizing or justifying authority-student’s response 
and accepting or using idea of student-student’s response. 
Meanwhile T-Ss pattern also had six pair categories consisted of 
asking question-students’ response, asking question-silence or 
confusion, praising or encouraging-silence or confusion, 
lecturing-student’s response, accepting or using idea of student-
silence or confusion and praising or encouraging-students’ 
response. 
From those pair categories of T-S and T-Ss patterns, the 
most dominated pattern of teacher talk was asking 
questionstudent’s response with 37 interactions. It could be 
seen in the pre, while and post activity. The teacher asked 
question to students and students gave response by answering 
teacher’s question. She asked question to the students while 
students could not understand about what their friend said. She 
also asked question when she wanted to confirm about how 
many question should be answered, whose question would be 
answered and students’ satisfaction about group’s answer.  
The second position of teacher talk pattern was giving 
direction –student’s initiation. This pattern occurred in 19 
interactions. It occurred in the pre, while and post activity. 
Giving direction –student’s initiation happened when the teacher 
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directed the students to do something for all students in the class 
and in same time there was student who talked in order to 
answer the question from their friend. For the example, the 
teacher gave direction to all students to listen because there was 
their friend who wanted to give answer from one of the 
students’ question. This pattern also occurred when the teacher 
gave non –verbal instruction such as waving hand. This non –
verbal direction meant the student could close the presentation. 
This non –verbal instruction that was followed by student talk 
closed presentation formed this pattern.  
In third position there were three patterns of teacher talk 
that got same frequency of interaction. There were praising or 
encouraging –students response, praising or encouraging –
students initiation and accepting feeling or using student’s idea 
–student’s response with 16 interactions. Pattern of praising or 
encouraging –students response happened when the teacher 
encourage the students to be active in the class. She encouraged 
the students to give question about topic being discussed and to 
give more question if they were not satisfied with their friend’s 
answer. The teacher also encouraged the student who seemed 
wanted to ask but she or he was not confidence to ask question. 
By the encouragement students responded teacher’s 
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encouragement by asking question, saying no or shaking head 
that indicated no more question.   
Pattern of praising or encouraging –student’s 
initiationhappened when the teacher gave encouragement in 
form of statement. For the example when the teacher stated that 
she would give point for every question students asked. Then 
student gave initiation by raising hand to ask question. The 
pattern also occurred when the teacher encouraged one of the 
students in group to answer the question but suddenly there was 
another student who gave initiation by answering the question or 
delivering her idea. 
Pattern of accepting feeling or using student’s idea –
student’s response happened when the teacher repeated 
student’s question or answer to confirm what the student meant. 
Teacher usually tried to make student’s question or answer 
simpler without translating into bahasa Indonesia so it could 
understand easily. This teacher talk is followed by student’s 
response by saying yes or repeating her idea. This pattern 
mostly occurred in while activity. 
The fourth position was criticizing or justifying authority 
–student’s response. This pattern occurred in 15 interactions. 
This pattern happened when the students forgot to use English 
in their talk. It made the teacher criticized them to switch into 
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English. It was directly followed by student’s response by 
switching the sentence into English. It also occurred when the 
teacher corrected student’s wrong grammar or 
mispronunciation.  
The fifth position was lecturing –student’s response. 
This pattern occurred in 12 interactions. It occurred when the 
students had given their opinion or idea about the question and 
the teacher added her own opinion about the question. It was 
directly followed by student’s response because teacher always 
asked for confirmation about what she had conveyed. She 
always gave chance for students to give their opinion or whether 
they agreed or not. 
The sixth position there was two patterns of teacher talk. 
They were praising or encouraging –silence and accepting or 
using student’s idea –silence. These patterns occurred in 4 
interactions. Pattern of praising or encouraging –silence 
happened when the teacher encouraged students to answer the 
question but the students still could not understand what they 
should say or they were still discussing about the answer. In this 
situation teacher and students kept silent for minutes. 
Pattern of accepting or using student’s idea –silence 
happened when the teacher repeated student’s question or 
answer to confirm what the student meant but the students 
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seemed hesitant about it. It made students had to discuss with 
the group. In this situation teacher and student were silent to 
give chance to the group to discuss. 
The seventh position was asking question –silence. This 
pattern only occurred in 3 interactions. It happened when the 
teacher asked to the student about what question would answer 
but the student still did not know the answer or still discussed 
with the group. This situation made teacher and students kept 
silent for waiting the answer from the group. 
 
 
(2) Student Talk Patterns  
 
Besides patterns of teacher talk there was patterns of 
student talk. From the pre, while and post activity in the first 
and second meeting, patterns of student talk in female 
classconsisted of four patterns. They were S-Ss, S-S, S-T and 
Ss-T patterns. These four patterns also had more specific pair 
categories based on FIAC. 
S-Ss pattern had three pairs categories consisted of 
student’s initiation-students’ response, student’s initiation-
silence or confusion and student’s initiation-students’ initiation. 
S-S pattern had two pairs categories consisted of student’s 
initiation-student’s response and student’s initiation-student’s 
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initiation. Pattern of S-T had seven pair categories consisted of 
student’s initiation-accepting or using idea of student, student’s 
initiation-lecturing, student’s response-accepting feeling, 
student’s response-criticizing or justifying authority, student’s 
initiation-criticizing or justifying authority, student’s initiation-
giving direction and student’s initiation-accepting feeling. In 
addition Ss-T pattern only had one pair categories consisted of 
students’ response-lecturing. 
From those four patterns of student talk, the most 
dominated pair category was student’s initiation – student’s 
initiation in 123 interactions. This pattern mostly dominated the 
interaction because the teacher gave many chances for student 
to talk in the teaching learning process. This pattern happened 
when students did group presentation. The students in group 
presented their hortatory exposition text in front of the class. 
Each student presented one argument. While one student 
finished in presenting the argument it was continued by other 
student to present other argument about the text being 
discussed. It formed pattern of student’s initiation – student’s 
initiation.  
The second position was student’s initiation –student’s 
response in 72 interactions. This pattern happened in while 
activity when the class did question –answer section. The 
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teacher gave freedom for the students to ask question and 
complain the answer if they were not satisfied with the answer. 
This chance was used by the student to interact with other.  
Therefore when student in group gave the answer but it still 
cannot be understand by the questioner, it formed this pattern. 
In addition when the students in group presented the material, 
sometimes they interacted with audience by asking question. It 
directly responded by the audience by saying yes, no or 
laughing. It also formed pattern of student’s initiation –
student’s response. 
The third position was student’s initiation –accepting or 
using student’s idea. The pattern happened in 20 interactions. 
This pattern occurred when the student gave initiation by 
delivering her idea or opinion and the teacher repeating 
student’s opinion to make it clearer. This pattern mostly 
happened in while activity. 
The fourth position was students’ initiation –silence. 
This pattern happened in 13 interactions. It occurred when 
student gave question but students in group presentation needed 
to discuss the answer and the teacher also did not say anything. 
This situation formed this pattern.  
The fifth position was student’s initiation – criticizing 
or justifying authority. This pattern occurred when student gave 
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initiation in term of asking question, answering or presenting 
material but they did some mispronunciation, wrong grammar 
or forgetting to speak English. In this situation teacher 
criticized the student by saying the correct pronunciation or 
grammar directly. It happened in 12 interactions. 
The sixth position was student’s response – accepting 
feeling that happened in 11 interactions. It happened when 
there was student who had responded her friend or teacher 
question verbally or non –verbally (shaking head left –right) 
then the teacher accepted feeling by saying okay, yak or good.  
The seventh position was student’s initiation –accepting 
feeling and student’s response –lecturing in 8 interactions. 
Student’s initiation –accepting feeling happened when the 
student initiated by asking question and the teacher said yak, I 
see, okay. Meanwhile student’s response –lecturing happened 
when the student responded to her friend answer teacher added 
her own opinion about student’s answer.  
The eighth position was placed by three patterns. They 
were student’s initiation –lecturing, student’s initiation –giving 
direction and student’s response –criticizing or justifying 
authority in 7 interactions for each pattern. Pattern of student’s 
initiation –lecturing happened when the student answered her 
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friend’s question then the teacher added her own idea about the 
question to make the student’s answer clearer.  
Pattern of student’s initiation –giving direction occurred 
when the student initiated to answer the question but the 
student in class did not focus to their friend so the teacher 
giving direction to listen to their friend’s answer. The other 
pattern of student talk was student’s response –criticizing or 
justifying authority. It happened when the student responded to 
teacher’s question but she responded it in bahasa Indonesia. It 
made the teacher criticized her to say in English. 
From patterns of teacher talk and student talk occurred 
infemale class, it can be said that patterns of student talk was 
higher than patterns of teacher talk. It can be seen from the pair 
categories that formed student talk patterns. The number of the 
pair categories might be affected by some factors that could be 
seen in the classroom interaction. The students in female 
classhad had good ability in speaking English. It made them 
motivated to be active in the interaction since they did not 
faced many difficulties in conveying the meaning. The students 
could enjoy and followed the teaching learning process. They 
could comprehend the material that was presented by the 
groups’ presentation. 
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In line with Harmer (2003: 4), students are the people 
who need the practice, in other words teacher should 
maximizes student talk time and minimizes teacher talk time. 
English classroom interaction in female classhad facilitated to 
maximize student talk rather than teacher talk. The teacher 
gave many chances for students to speak. The factor of 
students’ motivation and ability in speaking English also 
affected the number of the patterns. 
b) Patterns of Teacher Talk and Student Talk in Male Class 
As same as female class, patterns of teacher talk and student 
talk in male class also resulted from the interaction that occurred in 
the first and second meeting in this class. The patterns were seen 
from pre activity, while activity and post activity. The number of 
the patterns in this class was different from the patterns in female 
class. Patterns of teacher talk in this class were higher than patterns 
of student talk.  
 
 
(1) Teacher Talk Patterns 
From the first and second meeting, patterns of teacher 
talk in male class in the first and second meeting consisted of 
two patterns T-S and T-Ss. as same as female class, these two 
patterns also had more specific pair categories based on FIAC. 
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T-S pattern that occurred in male class had five pair 
categories. They were giving direction-student’s initiation, 
praising or encouraging-student’s initiation, accepting or using 
idea of student-student’s initiation, asking question-student’s 
response and accepting or using idea of student-student’s 
response. Meanwhile T-SS pattern also had nine pair categories 
consisted of asking question- student’s response, criticizing or 
justifying authority-student’s initiation, giving direction-
student’s response, giving direction-silence or confusion, 
accepting or using idea of student-student’s response, praising 
or encouraging-student’s response, lecturing-student’s initiation, 
accepting or using idea of student-silence or confusion and 
accepting feeling-student’s response.  
From those pair categories of T-S and T-Ss patterns, the 
mostdominated pair category was asking question –student’s 
response in 47 interactions. It could be seen in the pre, while and 
post activity. It was not different from the pattern that occurred 
infemale class. The teacher asked question to student when the 
student’s explanation could not be understood or unclear. Thus, 
the teacher clarified or confirmed the question with the answer. 
The teacher did it because sometimes the answer was not 
relevant with the question. This situation formed the pattern of 
asking question – student’s response. 
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The second position was giving direction –student’s 
initiation in 32 interactions. This pattern occurred in the pre, 
while and post. It happened when the teacher gave direction to 
the students in group suddenly other student initiated by 
repeating what teacher said. It also occurred when the teacher 
direct the students to pay attention to their friend who wanted to 
ask question.  This situation while teacher’s gave direction and 
continued by student’s question formed this pattern.  
The third position was giving direction –student’s 
response in 17 interactions 
This pattern happened when the teacher directed students 
with some instructions and is followed by confirmation 
sentence. In this case the students responded to what teacher 
directed by saying yes or okay. This pattern happened in the 
while and post activity. 
The fourth position was placed by praising or 
encouraging –students initiation in 15 interactions. It occurred 
when the teacher encouraged the student and in the same time 
the students supported their friend. This pattern also happened 
when the teacher pleased the student to convey her question. 
Then the student initiated by asking question.  
The fifth position was praising or encouragingstudent’s 
response in 11 interactions. It happened when the teacher 
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encouraged the students to make question and followed by 
question. Then student responded by answer the question. The 
pattern also occurred when the teacher encouraged students but 
students only gave non –verbal interaction such as keeping 
silent, smiling, or shaking head right –left. 
The sixth position was accepting or using student’s idea 
– student’s initiation in 9 interactions. It happened when the 
teacher repeated student’s opinion or idea, then other student 
initiated by asking question, shouting her friend or answering 
the question.   
There were two patterns placed the seventh position. 
They were accepting or using student’s idea –student’s response 
and giving direction –silence in 8 interactions. The pattern of 
accepting or using student’s idea –student’s response happened 
when the teacher repeated student’s opinion or idea and asked 
student’s confirmation about what her friend’s said. As the 
feedback student responded to teacher’s confirmation by saying 
yes, no or just silent because of confusion. 
Pattern of giving direction –silence happened when the 
teacher directed the students in group to answer the question but 
the students did not say anything to respond teacher’s direction. 
They were still discussing about the answer. 
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The eighth position was criticizing or justifying authority 
–student’s initiation in 6 interactions. It happened when the 
teacher corrected inappropriate word or misunderstSaifulng 
question produced by student. In the other hand, other student 
gave initiation by translating the misunderstSaifulng question 
into bahasa Indonesia or giving the example of the correct 
answer. 
The ninth position was placed by two patterns. They 
were accepting feeling –students’ response and accepting or 
using student’s idea –silence in 3 interactions. Accepting feeling 
–students’ response happened in the post activity when the 
teacher accepted student’s initiation then they responded to what 
teacher’s said.  
The pattern of accepting or using student’s idea –silence 
happened when teacher repeated student’s question whether in 
English or bahasa Indonesia but the students in group still 
confused with the answer. It made teacher and students kept 
silent to give time for the group to discuss the answer. 
The tenth position was lecturing – students initiation in 2 
interactions. This pattern happened when the teacher had used 
student’s idea but students in group presentation still did not 
understand about the question.  Therefore the teacher added her 
own opinion to make it clearer. After the student understood 
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what it meant, she or he initiated by giving the answer of the 
question. 
(2) Student Talk Patterns  
As same as female class,male class also had patterns of 
student talk. They were S-Ss, S-S, S-T and Ss-T patterns. These 
four patterns also had more specific pair categories based on 
FIAC. Each pattern consisted of two pair categories.  
S-Ss pattern consisted of student’s initiation-silence or 
confusion and student’s initiation-student’s initiation. S-S 
pattern consisted of student’s initiation-student’s response and 
student’s initiation-student’s initiation. Pattern of S-T consisted 
of student’s initiation-criticizing or justifying authority and 
student’s response-accepting feeling. Ss-T pattern consisted of 
student’s initiation-accepting or using idea of student and 
student’s initiation-accepting feeling  
Similarly to female class, the most dominated pair 
category of student talk in this class was student’s initiation – 
student’s initiation in 130 interactions. Since the teacher in male 
class and female class gave many chances for students to talk in 
the teaching learning process this pattern mostly dominated the 
interaction. This pattern happened when students did group 
presentation. The students in group presented their hortatory 
exposition text in front of the class. Each student presented one 
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argument. While one student finished in presenting the 
argument it was continued by other student to present other 
argument about the text being discussed. This interaction 
formed pattern of student’s initiation – student’s initiation.  
The second position was student’s initiation –student’s 
response in 61 interactions. This pattern happened in while 
activity when the class did question –answer section. In this 
class this pattern happened when student in group asked for the 
satisfaction of the answer. As the feedback the questioner 
responded by saying yes or okay. The pattern also happened 
when the student in group interacted with the questioner. The 
way of question answer section that was done by the students 
was receiving the question first then answered it.  Therefore 
while student in group wrote the question they had to initiate to 
the questioner and the questioner responded to the initiation.  
The third position was placed by student’s initiation – 
accepting or using student’s idea in 15 interactions. It happened 
when the students initiated by asking question, delivering 
answer or giving idea. The teacher responded by repeating 
students’ idea or question. This pattern mostly happened in 
while activity when students do question –answer section. 
The fourth position was students’ initiation –silence in 
12 interactions. This pattern occurred when the students in class 
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gave question to the presented group. In this situation the 
presented group still discussed the answer and the teacher let 
them to find the answer so it made no interaction or silence.  
Therefore student’s initiation in form of student’s question and 
silence formed this pattern.  
In the fifth position there were student’s initiation – 
criticizing or justifying authority and student’s response –
accepting feeling patterns in 6 interactions. Student’s initiation – 
criticizing or justifying authority happened when student 
initiated in form of answering question or giving question and 
the teacher corrected student’s mistake such as 
mispronunciation, wrong grammar or misunderstSaifulng about 
the meaning of the question. 
Pattern of student’s response –accepting feeling 
happened when students responded to teacher’s question, 
teacher received what student said. For the example when 
teacher asked whether the answer from presented group was 
enough or not the student responded by saying yes or nodding 
and the teacher responded in form of accepting feeling by saying 
okay. 
The sixth position was students initiation accept feeling 
in 4 interactions. It happened in pre and post activity. In pre 
activity it happened when the teacher instructed the students to 
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present the text and other student initiated by revealing 
argument. The teacher responded to student’s initiation by 
saying it does not matter. This pattern also happened when the 
students initiated by greeting the teacher and the teacher answer 
their greeting. 
From patterns of teacher talk and student talk occurred in 
male class, it can be said that patterns of student talk was lower 
than patterns of teacher talk. It can be seen from the pair 
categories that formed student talk patterns. Although the 
patterns of teacher talk and student talk in male class was same 
with the patterns of  female class, the pair categories of student 
talk in male class was lower than the pair categories of teacher 
talk.  
It might be affected by some factors that could be seen in 
the classroom interaction. The students in male class had lack 
ability in speaking English. The teacher often translated the 
sentences into bahasa Indonesia. Their motivation in following 
the teaching learning process was lower. There were some 
groups that were not ready yet to presenting the text. There were 
only two to five students who could express the idea in English. 
The lack of motivation in following the teaching learning 
process and ability in speaking English became affected factors 
that made patterns of student talk lower than teacher talk.  
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Patterns of teacher talk became higher than patterns of 
student talk caused the teacher had to lead students by giving 
instruction to make them involved actively in interaction. The 
lack of speaking ability also affected their comprehension in 
comprehending the text. Sometimes they could not answer the 
question that come from other student in this class. Therefore 
the teacher usually translated the sentence into bahasa Indonesia 
to help them understand what the question meant. 
In line with Harmer (2003: 4), students are the people 
who need the practice, in other words teacher should maximizes 
student talk time and minimizes teacher talk time.  
English classroom interaction in male class had also 
facilitated to maximize student talk rather than teacher talk. It 
could be seen from the frequency of student talk that was higher 
than teacher talk. The teacher gave many chances for students to 
speak. Since many students in male class had lack ability in 
speaking English and lack motivation in following the teaching 
learning process actively, it made the same pair category 
occurred continually. As the result, patterns of student talk only 
involved in limited pair category than pair category in female 
class. Therefore, pair categories pattern of teacher talk that was 
formed in classroom interaction was higher than pair categories 
pattern of student talk.  
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3) The Difference of the Teacher Talk  
From the description of table 4.1.3a for female classand table 
4.1.3b for male class, the difference of interaction in female classand 
male class from the first meeting and second meeting was positive or 
negative reinforcement. The English teacher in female classused more 
positive reinforcement than negative reinforcement. In other ways the 
English teacher in male class used more negative reinforcement than 
positive reinforcement. The difference in positive and negative 
reinforcement given by the teacher might be affected by some factors. 
The factors related to the situation of the students in female classand 
male class and also the English teacher in these two classes.  
Positive reinforcement was reinforcement used by the teacher by 
category number 1-3 of FIAC to the students. It could be seen from the 
interaction in female classthat the teacher motivated the students to be 
active in the discussion by using positive reinforcement (accepting 
feeling, praising or encouraging and accepting or using student’s idea) 
than negative reinforcement (giving direction and criticizing or 
justifying authority). In the interaction students in female classhad had 
good ability in speaking English. They could express idea in English in 
good grammar, vocabulary, fluency and comprehend what teacher or 
their friend said.  
Their good ability in speaking English affected their activeness 
in the discussion. They had many questions to ask related with the topic 
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under discussion. The competition nuance also could be seen in 
questionanswer section. The students in female classseemed very 
enthusiastic in following the discussion. It might be affected by the 
teacher’s encouragement that gave extra point for each question or idea 
from students. But sometimes there were some students who were not 
confidence to express their idea.  Therefore the teacher tended to 
encouraged them without affecting them directly. For the example the 
teacher encouraged the students to make question by using indirect talk, 
such as “may be Miftah want to ask question”. This kind of talk was 
indicated that the teacher was trying to encourage the student to express 
her idea.  
Moreover, the teacher also avoided the students to express their 
idea in bahasa Indonesia because they had had good enough 
comprehension about what teacher or their friend said in English.   
On the contrary, English teacher in male class tended to use 
more negative reinforcement than positive reinforcement in the 
interaction. Negative reinforcement was reinforcement given by the 
teacher that affected the students directly to do something. It was 
caused by the students’ condition in male class had less ability in 
speaking English than students in female class. There were only two to 
five students who could speak English fluently. They also seemed did 
not enthusiastic in following the discussion. The lack of speaking 
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English ability might be one of factors that affected the students’ 
involvement in the interaction.  
It could be seen by some groups that had not ready yet when the 
teacher asked them to perform.  Therefore in order to make students 
active in the interaction, teacher gave reinforcement that could lead 
students to speak or express idea. For the example teacher encouraged 
them by giving direction. 
Furthermore, the students were also difficult to understand what 
teacher or their friend said. As the consequence the teacher often helped 
them to translate what it meant in bahasa Indonesia. In comprehending 
the text being discussed they also faced difficulties. As the result 
sometimes the answer of the student was irrelevant with the question. 
Hence, in order to adapt with students’ condition the teacher used more 
negative reinforcement than positive reinforcement.  
From the different condition of the students in female classand 
male class it could be concluded that the ability of students in speaking 
English affected the reinforcement given by the teacher. The students 
who had better ability in speaking English affected the teacher to use 
more positive reinforcement than negative reinforcement. In addition 
the ability of speaking English also affected the student to talk more 
active in the interaction. As the result the patterns of student talk in 
female classwas in higher frequency than the patterns of teacher talk. 
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In the other way, the students who had less ability in speaking 
English affected the teacher to use more negative reinforcement than 
positive reinforcement. Their less ability in speaking English also 
affected their talk in interaction to be limited. It was caused they faced 
difficulties in conveying their idea in target language. 
On contrary, the result of this research was against the theory 
that has been found by Sunderland (2000: 163-164). Sunderland 
summarized some of the different (quantitative and qualitative) ways in 
which the boys and girls spoke to the teacher.  The difference of male 
and female students are: a) teachertalkmore tothe male than the female 
students, b) boys r e c e i v e d significantly  more positiveandnegative 
teacherresponsesthSaifuldgirls, c) girlsreceive lessofthe 
teacher’sa t t en t ion in class, d) male students tend to talk more to the 
teacher than do female students, e) the ‘average girl’ produced shorter 
solicits than the ‘average boy’ and f) when the teacher asked a question 
without naming a student to answer it, the ‘average girl’ volunteered 
significantly more answers in German than did the ‘average boy’. 
 
B. The Factors Affecting Teacher Talk In Different Gender 
Based on observations in both classes,male students having a lower 
ability level than female studentsthis is seen from the pattern of interaction in 
the classroom during the lesson. It isdiffrence with theory of  Tsui in Ribas 
(2010: 15) that taking  boys r e c e i v e d  significantly  more positive and 
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negative teacher responses than did girls, some common factors that tend to 
contribute to students’ reticence to participate are:  
c. Low English proficiency: it is not so much that students do not know the 
answer but that they do not know how to express it in English.  
d.  L2 classroom anxiety:  in L2 classrooms students have to master the 
target language and perform in that language at the same time. Two types 
of anxiety have been described as ‘trait anxiety’, understood as a 
permanent characteristic of the subject’s personality, and ‘state anxiety’, 
which is specific to a situation.  
From those factors, it can be summed the difference of male and 
female students are a) teacher talk more to the male than the female students, 
b) gils r e c e i v e d  significantly  more positive and negative teacher 
responses than did boy, c)boy receive less of the teacher’s a t t en t ion  in 
class, d) female students tend to talk more to the teacher than do fmale 
students, e) the ‘average boy’ produced shorter solicits than the ‘average girl’ 
and f) when the teacher asked a question without naming a student to answer 
it, the ‘average boy’ volunteered significantly more answers than did the 
‘average girl’. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter contains conclusion and suggestion of the research. In line 
with the result of the research, the conclusion and the suggestion are formulated 
like the followings. 
A. Conclusion 
 
In line with the research discussion, the conclusion can be drawn as 
follows: 
1. The patterns of teacher talk of female classand male class consisted of two 
patterns they were T-S and T-Ss. These two patterns had more specific 
pair categories based on FIAC. T-S in class female classconsisted of six 
pair categories in form of asking question-student’s response, praising or 
encouraging-student’s response, praising or encouraging-student’s 
initiation, giving direction-student’s initiation, criticizing or justifying 
authority-student’s response and accepting or using idea of student-
student’s response. Meanwhile T-Ss pattern in class female classalso had 
six pair categories consisted of asking question-students’ response, asking 
question-silence or confusion, praising or encouraging-silence or 
confusion, lecturing-student’s response, accepting or using idea of student-
silence or confusion and praising or encouraging-students’ response. 
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In other hand T-S pattern that occurred in class male class had five 
pair categories. They were giving direction-student’s initiation, praising or 
encouraging-student’s initiation, accepting or using idea of student-
student’s initiation, asking question-student’s response and accepting or 
using idea of student-student’s response. Meanwhile T-SS pattern also had 
eight pair categories consisted of asking question- student’s response, 
criticizing or justifying authority-student’s initiation, giving direction-
student’s response, giving direction-silence or confusion, accepting or 
using idea of student-student’s response, praising or encouraging-student’s 
response, lecturing-student’s initiation, accepting or using idea of student-
silence or confusion and accepting feeling-student’s response.  
on the other hand patterns of student talk in female classand male class 
consisted of four patterns. They were S-Ss, S-S, S-T and Ss-T patterns. S-
Ss pattern in female classhad three pairs categories consisted of student’s 
initiation-students’ response, student’s initiation-silence or confusion and 
student’s initiation-students’ initiation. S-S pattern had two pairs 
categories consisted of student’s initiation-student’s response and student’s 
initiation-student’s initiation. Pattern of S-T consisted of student’s 
initiation-accepting or using idea of student, student’s initiation-lecturing, 
student’s response-accepting feeling, student’s response-criticizing or 
justifying authority, student’s initiation-criticizing or justifying authority, 
student’s initiation-giving direction and student’s initiation-accepting 
124 
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feeling. Ss-T pattern only had one pair categories consisted of students’ 
response-lecturing. 
Meanwhile, S-Ss pattern in male class consisted of student’s 
initiation-silence or confusion and student’s initiation-student’s initiation. 
S-S pattern consisted of student’s initiation-student’s response and 
student’s initiation-student’s initiation. Pattern of S-T consisted of 
student’s initiation-criticizing or justifying authority and student’s 
response-accepting feeling. Ss-T pattern consisted of student’s initiation-
accepting or using idea of student and student’s initiation-accepting 
feeling. Afterwards,thedifference of interaction in female classand male 
class was in the positive and negative reinforcement that were given by the 
teacher. The teacher in female classused more positive reinforcement than 
negative reinforcement. In the other way the teacher in male class used 
more negative reinforcement than positive reinforcement. Positive 
reinforcement that was given by the teacher in female classwas related to 
the patterns of student talk that was higher than teacher talk. It was caused 
by the students that had good ability in speaking English. Thus the teacher 
used positive reinforcement in reinforcing the students’ participation. In 
the other hand negative reinforcement was given by the teacher in male 
class also was related to the patterns of student talk. Since the patterns of 
student talk was lower than patterns of teacher talk, teacher tended to use 
negative reinforcement in reinforcing the students. It was caused by the 
students that had less ability in speaking English. 
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2. The factors that affect teacher’s talk and students talk in the male and 
female,they area) teacher talk more to the male than the female students, 
b) gils r e c e i v e d  significantly  more positive and negative teacher 
responses than did boy, c)boy receive less of the teacher’s a t t en t ion  
in class, d) female students tend to talk more to the teacher than do fmale 
students, e) the ‘average boy’ produced shorter solicits than the ‘average 
girl’ and f) when the teacher asked a question without naming a student to 
answer it, the ‘average boy’ volunteered significantly more answers than 
did the ‘average girl’. 
 
B. Suggestion 
 
Based on the finding, the researcher would like to propose some 
suggestions as follows: 
1. The patterns of teacher talk and student talk of female classand male class 
that were resulted can facilitate the students’ participation in English 
classroom interaction in speaking skill for each class. So the researcher 
suggests the patterns that have been resulted from this research to be 
applied in English classroom interaction for second grade students of 
female class and social male class in MAM Klaten in speaking skill.  
2. The English teachers in female and male classes have facilitated the 
students to speak in speaking class larger than the teachers.  Since the goal 
of English speaking class is to speak in the target language English, the 
researcher suggests the teachers to encourage the students to speak in 
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English more and avoid the students to speak in another language such as 
Indonesian and Javanese. So, the aim of learning English in speaking class 
can facilitate students to speak in target language through the interaction in 
the classroom between the teacher –students and students –students.  
3. The patterns of interaction in female class and male class in this research 
can facilitate student talk higher than teacher talk. So, these patterns can be 
used by another researcher who wants to facilitate student talk more in 
speaking class.  
4. This research was done in two meetings for each class. It might be 
possible for other researcher to do same research in more than two meeting 
for each class to get more patterns of teacher talk and student talk in 
female and male classes. 
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